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Many Individuals helped me in this study, I would like to
single out several of those individuals deserving special recognition
for their help.
This thesis depended upon the generosity and cooperation
extended by the legislative Public Information Officers, the legis-
lative leaders, and the legislative newsmen who agreed to bo inter-
viewed for this project. Those twenty-seven individuals gave
unhesitatingly of their tins during a rather hectic period of
legislative activity. This author will remember those individuals
by nana, but they will remain anonymous to the readers of this
thesis. The consents and insights of thoss twenty-seven anonynous
individuals added a real world dineneion to my Journalism education.
I must also extend thanks to both Mr. Ed Crane of the
National Legislative Conference and to Mr. Charles Deris of the
National Conference of State Legislative Leaders. Doth gentlemen
encouraged no in my research and shared with me their inside knowledge
of the growing activity in legislative public relations.
Special thanks are in order for Dr. Alan Rosenthal of the
gagleton Institute of Politic 3. Or. Rosenthal granted permission to
cite from a not yet published manuscript of his which significantly
affected the design of this research. In a similar vein, Professor
Daiaer Dunn of the University of Georgia receives my appreciation.
ill

Bid Public Officials And The Press enkindled my interest in the
Bent-press relationship on the state leval. In addition, his
>nts regarding his study holped a* conceptualize my own.
Professor Scott Cutlip, my advisor, stood by me while I
struggled to design a meaningful thesis otrt of a nebulous area of
interest. 1 an especially thankful to him for his critical expertise
which forced me to extend myself. Professor Cutlip' s enthusiasm for
his work was "catcnlng*" Ms emrvmd as a good example when my
enthusiasm lagged, my debt to him le lasting and gre*t.
if/ greatest debt is to my wife, Navy, end to our daughter,
Alison. Together they helped me persevere in my work. Their
laughter made the workload lighter.
This past year and a half of study was made possible by the
United 3tate*> Marine Corps and its Special Kdueatlon Program . Perhaps
in the future my services will be as valuable to the Corps as my
graduate education has been to ma.
In conclusion, although all those individuals raentionor]
above aided me in this thesis, I alone am responsible for the final
product that follows. Any and all deficiencies of the thesis are
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The Wisconsin Legis-^at ;re in one ox Blfitil stats legislatures
vnlch are, in torn aaaoer, developing a public lnforaution or public
relations i jxiio: . toe legislative sranc ol st:te govenaaont.
these pioneering eforts in tne iapleae tation o a public relations
fauction 0'i befi if o tr legislative brancn of state government very
widely in design, nature, and organisation, lose thtiee individu 1
snare s coamon goal of fostering core fevor&ol j attitudes
ti.e legislature, las oenbers, and its work, fly fostering
sosh favorable public Attitudes, the legislatures hcpt ing about
wider public understanding aad greate - puolic approval violative
wcrk. Moreover, incuooeat legislators nope to bene it from such
offorts in their re-election campaign*.
This studjr examines the prxwtr. of one such pioneering public
iaioraation or public relations i unction within the four caucus
staffs of th onsin Legislature, These partisan staffs, a recent
legislative innovation, have undertaken as an integral part of thai
work responsibilitios runaroua and variod cossnunicative a< las
on behalf oi individual legislators who are caucus rasabers. Those
activities, as noted by previous researchers, include speech writing,
preparation and distribution ol press releases, and advising on be
1
:
constituent and media relations."** The caucus staffs now prepare and
distribute radio tapes, sod prepare and distribute photographs and
siides in addition to their previously identified "public relations"
activities.
''•.joa9 ai* dtv
• primary purpose of this research is tc describe mure
lolly the activities of the caucus staffs serving the Wisconsin
legislature which can be broadly categorized as public infoimtion
or puoiic relations activities} and, to describe the effects those
activities have apon the gathering and dissemination of legislative
news i . Wisconsin. By so doing, tail research fks to identify the
need for such puoxic relations activities on benali of the members
ot the legislative brancn of Wisconsin state government and to
erax -fete toe Impact o. t-ose activitias upon tn- state's political
cor.*:an -cation process. It is tr.roigh e%l et tv's poi tic&l eemejmttU
cation prosees that the citizens of the. stste learn oi the gove v -
mmotii activity of tneir state. This study alms to achieve its
purpose by meeting specific objectives*
atudy ob^>ctivea . 1. To determine the origin and growth o ;'
the public information/public relations activities of the Wisconsin
[elgftetLetUpm 1 a MPJMi ****¥»•
2. To determine the nature and scope oi
the public LtTormation/public relations activities performed by
caucus staffs.
s •.-..
33. To draw conclusions as -to the attitudes
of individual legislators, nens reporters, and caucus staff Public
Information Officers regarding the public Informs*Ion/public relations
functioning of the caucus staffs.
u. To datamlna what amount of one week's
Wisconsin oraaa coverage of legislative news is in fact originated
and disseminated tl rough the publicity effoite of the caucus staffs.
To mates more explicit the public
information svster. of Wisconsin, that la. the system by which a
eltlsan learns of the activity of his state poveroment
.
Public Informatl v*?ubllc Belations Definsd! II 111 —II I
is researcher distinguishes two def lr.it lonai levels for
the terms "public relations" and ''public information." Tl la of
this thesis, "The Public Information and Public Relations Functioning
of the Wisconsin Legislature's Caucus Staffs,* refers to the mora
general lavel of definition where the terms "public information" sj
"public relations" are held, by this author, to be synonomous. This
is so because, at this level, both terms refer to attempts by an
organisation to facilitate its relationahips a publico through
a communication function. The basic difference between tha terns on
this lsvel is that one term, 'public information," normally refers
to the facilitation efforts o' government (the public sector) in its
relationships with the publics it was instituted to serve, while the
other term, "public relations," normally refers to the facilitation




with their pubLicn. Cutlip and Center define p^jblic relatione as "the
planned effort to influence opinion through socially responsible
pe"formate baaed on mutually satisfactory tiro-way communication. wt"
That definition implies the ad<ustrav-t or facilitation function which
this author perceives in both the "public information" and "public
relations" function.
The second level of definition used by this auth.r refers to
the differentiation of the activities undertaken so as to facilitate
an organization's relationships with its public by type. Here the
difference hetwe-i- the terms "public infomation" and "public
relatione' refers to t'tf purposivenese and obiertivity of the activi
itself. Th« tsrm "public information" when used to identify public
sector (government) relationship facilitating communication efforts
normally denotes neutral, factual, non-partisan conmunicaxion dis-
seminated objectively to tin* public. On the other hand, "public
relatione" when used to identify the private sector's relationship
facilitating communication efforts normally denotes the purposive
dissemination o_' less than neutral informatic
This research will show that sons state legislatures are
indeed trying to establish true "public information" programs. But,
Wisconsin's "public information" function is really more a "public
relatic ns" function sires it constats primarily of the dispensing of
purposive partisan information. This at idy will attempt to identify
those activities of the caucus staffs which fit in tho broad, generally
acknowledged, categories of "public information" or 'public relations"
activities as others have defined them*

5The graving mllance upon ; araun" cat Ion-oriented public
relations activities by the members of the Wisconsin Le^'slature
(end their partisan eteffs) portrays a specific example of the con-
tinued growth of the public relatione function wit" in gnvorins'int
»
i, the Wisconsin Legislature's involvement with the often
lie! putaxic relations function is indicative of an emerging
nationwide interest, on the pert of state legislatures , in the public
reLetlens function es e political weapon. The legislative branch of
government, through such exsnqales ae Wisconsin, nay be estob-
e new nllepost in the acceptance of the public relatione
tunc: ion as a govesnnnntal policy tool. This ney be so because the
legislative branch of government, on all levels of the American
gsver:i»inti.i system, has traditionally opposed th« growth of the
public r-j.it .one function, especially as utilised by the executive
breach of gmsinmnt to concrete public pressure for legislation.
Cutlip and Center argue that hsstility to ehS public relatione
function within government stems from four conflicts of interest
in American democracy. One of these four conflicts is the
struggle for balance of power between the legislative
end executive breaches of govern: Tent."' That struggle occurs on all
levels of the American govnrnmentax system.
Overt efforts are now being made by several state iegisia-
i, lnrl using Wisconsin's, to move toward a semblance of equity
*lth the executive breaches of their stats governments in the use of
•
6public relations. Legislators hare long observad that tha public
rBla-.ions fnnctlcn is a power tool which the oxeeutive branch of
pousrnssmt employs %e Its ova advanta~e and oftrcn to tha disadvantags
of tha legislative branch of government In tha governing process,
Tha legislative branch of government, on V I state level, aeo**e
ba dcrtormined ^o regain power and prestige lost to the increasing
of tha governmental proeaas by ttve executive branch of
To regain this lost power and prostige, tha legislative
branches of state gofaronents are evelng the public relations fi-nction
so a way to assist legislatures in their competitir-n for cit Isen
attention with tha other branches of government. This may indicate
tnat the traditional hostility heretofore expressed by the legislative
branch of goton—nt towards the public relations function is changing,
if evor so slightly. Legislators still decry tho public reletions
function as practiced by tha executive branch of government, but,
Legislators nnpsar to be using public relations techniques lr thoiv
earn bsin If mora than ever before. Th1e aafclvelance exhibH.e^ by
legislators may be an indicator of mneerlylng change in their view
of tha public relations function.
Tha public relatione function eontlamas to grow in elgnlflesnc®
as it increases in pervasiveness wit.*- in the imericaii SOSlety. 'he
historicax evolution ox public relations intertwined that function
with the cc—iii i1< ation function inherent la AmBi ica'e repiiaeentctive
eameeracy. Critics have long debated the affects of the public




Tpracticed within the tkiited States of America* However, even though
that debate continues to this day, the public relations function
continues to mature, spread in scope, and enjoy increased acceptance
by various institutions of society. This study probes for at least
a partial answer to the important question of whether public relations
has debased or improved the American governmental process* Specifi-
cally, this study probes for an answer to that question as it relates
to the recent development of public relations activity within the
legislative branch of Wisconsin's state government.
Even though this study restricts itself to the evolution of
a legislative public relations function within the Wisconsin Legisla-
ture's caucus staffs, it should be representative in nature. The
attitudes which the study seeks to uncover (see study objective 3)
ought to be somewhat representative of the range of agreement and
disagreement surrounding the public relations function as emerging
in the state legislative bodies. That range will be defined by those
persons most intimately connected with the budding legislative public
relations function in Wisconsin, the legislators, their Public
Information Officers, and the media reporters assigned to cover the
state legislature. Therefore, if for no other reason, this research
should be indicative of the attitude environment in which other such
legislative public relatione efforts will have to struggle for
acceptance sad maturity. This is especially so because the basic
thrust of this exploratory investigation is an attitude survey of the
three respondeat groups towards the public relations function.
.'A flfl» 0#8fl€WBJ Hi
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The primary purpose of this rosea.ch could beet be aeh'gved
:-ough * multi-dimensional research design. Moreover, since the
focusod on s topic not previously investigated the research
cust be of en exploratory nature. Little documentation existed on
toe study' 3 subject so oral sources were in most cases the on
sources of infomat ion available. Because of its nature, and other
factors, this research demanded the greatest flexibility possible in
design and structure so that it could adequately har*£Le any unantici-
3d developments which might have appeared during the study.
Basically, this study falls into one of four broad groupings
of research as outlined in Kesearoh Methods la Socl _ ations by
Selllta, Jahode, Deutec Cook. These authors categorize that
type of research as being research t
... to gain familiarity with a phenonenon or to achieve
nev insights into it, often in order to formulate a more precise
:h problem or to develop hypotheses.
is study was conceptualised as initial exploratory research,
largely descriptive ir. n& (. ire, which would open up the topic area to
more precise investigation in the future. Several distinct »s
of data were employed in to- .ct of this reee&rc ,
Literature Search
In extensive literature search provided background lnformatio
n
and helped the author formulate concepts of the research design. Hany
authors have dealt with the public relet ions function and its
«* beta
9,ion6a.Lp to UM political cwttiL-auuiciiuXOa process, however, no
autnor £<*a dealt precisely with the growth of a public relations
function . the legislative branch of a state govarnaent and the
inp«Cb oi aucr an event upon aewagathsring and dissemination of
legislative nevs at that iarei. That ia the gap in knowledge that
tnie roetarener hopes to f|£U
Host oi the Katerial available pertaining to tuj growth of
pubiio relatione vi'hin goveruwent deals with public relations aa
practiced by the executive branch of governa*. .ho federal iavei.
Jaaea it* Hc&mqt produced an inaightful at nature and pract
federal administrative publicity du. I againt-
in modern governmental statesmanship. J. A. R« Fluid
Bna>iaaa-».:, examined the role, of public relations in American democracy
and pinpointed the struggle between the executive and iagislat:
-
branches of government over the uee of public relations aa a pc
7
too*.,
bar studies have looked at too affeet oi governaental
function upon the nawogathering and reporting process. Moat notable
a
among these ia Den Kiasao'e itewogatherlng In Waahir.Rton . Douglass
Cater studied the press's role in u-e modem oa\ phenomenon of
o
"govern** publieitf. The American Institute for Politic
Conaunication examined The /ederai. Governmon. „> Press Reletic:>
snip ," at study examined the "system" by which public affairs ar,
politic su. information news was transmitted to the public. -udy's
methodology included sujrpgfcssjes *.£ an extensive content
r J- : v i i'i
10
anaiysia of selected daily newspapers. The "system11 concept as applied
by that study to the political coaaunication process adds a needed
interaction dinsnsion to the government -press relationship. William
Rivers probed the reporter's relation to the government publicity
efforts in his The Opinion Makers . A In a later m rfc, Rivers cate-
rerized the nature of the goveraneot official-proas relationship as
12
an "adversary relationship. The terns of that relationship explain
hov the two parties interact and why th^y interact that way.
Still other examinations have focus be governnental
reporter himself. I*eo Rosten's The Washington Correspondents Is the
benchmaric for such studies.*-" This type of e* as been duplicated
for correspondents covering specific agencies ar/' has even b-vm dona
for state level governmental reporters.
Fj»sei>rcnars have examined the growth of public r ins in
state executive governmen* . They have also studied t teract
of state officials in all three branches of state government and the
state press. iy by Delmer Du- Mm into:' of
Wisconsin state officials and the press serves as a bp.se line v
which tnis researcher hopes to detect any change of the legislator-
press relationship brought about by the development or staff assistance
for legislators in the cosnunieation area*
A xe.; political scientists have investigated the Wisconsin
caucus staffs and commented upon tbeir cosssuiiicat ion/public relations
activities." - One of those researchers conducted a content ansly
to see what success caucus staff produced press releases were having

11
in being published by the state press. He found that a substantial
increase 1a pros* coverage of the legislature had occurred over tins
- a
and attributed this increase to the efforts of the caucus staffs.*
Omosejtoatlonal Sources
As a result of the literature search the author contacted
four organizations supporting legislative modernisation efforts*
These organisations were The National Legislative Conference, Lexington,
Kentucky; The National Conference of State Legislative Leaders,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin; The Citisene Conference on 3tate Legislatures,
Kansas City, Missouri; and, The Center for Legislative Service,
Eagleton Institute of Politics, Rutgers University, Rutgers, New Jersey.
This was done to determine what research, if any, had been don* or was
being done in the topic of legislative public relations efforts.
information rained, as will be shown later, convinced the author that
interest in that topic area was growing but as of yet little had been
done in terms of actual research in that area. The contacts also
convinced the author that the ares was one deserving research.
Hatorleal Re—arch
The author then reviewed documents meld by the Wisconsin
Legislature pertaining to to/* establishment and growth of tne caucus
staffs which subsequently jndsrtosftc the pe I -nee of public relations
activiti a for individual legislators. The paucity of .documents
concerning the actl /itiaj of the caucus staffs directly influenced




The primary source ©f Material for this thesis is information
garnered from individual legislators, capitol reporters, and caucus
staff Public Information Officers through focused interviews. A total
of twenty-seven focused interviews were held from mid-August through
aid-October 1971, The purpose of these interviews was to compile
information regarding the nature and scope of the caucus staffs'
public relations activities while simultaneously ascertaining the
attitudes of tne three groups towsrd those public relations activities.
The interviews were of the "purposive" type."' Questions on various
topics relating to the public relations activity were asked. Not all
questions were asked all respondents. Questions were not asked all
respondents in the same order. This technique is sometimes refer;
to as an "experience sui-vey" or as "focused interviewing."
technique requires "that the interview allow the respondent to raise
issues and questions the investigstor has not previously considered."
Moreover, this research technique allows the respondents to present
21
"their" def:' of tha preanalysed situation.
Focused interviewing is an often used tool of researchers
investigating aspects of u.e political arena. Two legislative
scholars, Malcolm Jewell and Samuel Patterson, commented tnftt "focused
interviewing is surely the most common kind of legislator interview!
although. Its methods and techniques have varied greatly."
John Wahlke used this to it in his often cited The






technique : cr his study of U.S. Senators and Their World , Matthews
devoted a chapter of his work tc the Senator-press relationship.
Del*er Dunn ussd "focused interviewing" as the primary data collection
tool fo: his study of "Interaction Between The Press and Wisconsin
otate Officials. Dunn subsequently published his study in book
26
font as Public Officials ana the Press .
Se.T . > :i of respondents . Eight legislators considered to
be legislative leaders (either majority or minority leaders in both
houses and each caucus chairman) were selected as respondents. This
selection of legislative leaders parallels the selection of legislators
for the Dunn study. Legislative leaders were chosen because of their
leadership position and hence their involvement with directing the
caucus staff support provided their fellow caucus members. Moreover,
these legislative leaders were anticipated to act as spokesmen for
their legislative body in relation to legislative conflict with the
executive branch of state government.
All the caucus staff Public Information Officers (N L) were
designated as respondents. They were selected because of their
positions as the key persons in tne ongoing public relations activity.
These four persons were to be the expert witnesses as to the nature
and scope of the public relations activities performed by themselves
sad their staffs.
A representative sample of sixteen media reporters (from both
the print and electronic media) who cover the legislature on a regular





themselves (see Table 1.1). The reporters by the nature of their
adversary role view public relatione activity suspiciously. Therefore
their opinions were sought as a devil's advocate regard .is
growing public relatione activity. Besides, their position zs chiof
gatherers eitd olessmirtttore 01 legielat,ive news placed ^hel in a
position where they could evaluate any cha:ige in the newsgathering
and dioseminat. ion process brought about by the public relations
activity.
e minority leader in the Asseribiy could not be interviewed
bsosuse of his heavy workload and demanding schedule. However, since
this research is exploratory and not definitively precise his absence
should not materially affect the findings. The three other leaders
from that party should provide an adequate representation of that
party's points of view.
Recording th--* interviews , all b-rt three of th<s twenty-seven
intervi'jws were tipe-roccrded through th* consent of the respondents
based c -'s proaise of anonyaity for the respondents. While
there is a poesibility that tape-recording interviews mlf*ht inhibit a
free exchange between the respondent and the irrtervi.u.-ar. then are
positive factors involved in recording interviews. Recording an
interview facilitates a conversational type atmosphere as opposed to
the scewwhst stilted atmosphere that accompanies interviewing which
relies upon written note taking. Record!ng interviews also assists





























The author took not** during the Interviews to distract
attention from the recorder and provide a newspeper-t; -po interview
situation which responeenta night find more comfortable • These notes
allowed follow-up questions as the interview pre grossed and also
assisted in Lotsttnj Ltmmi ss tan t a*s«
The three interviews held without recording were due to noisy
locations not conducive to recording. Locations of the interviews
varied aa did their time lengtha. Moat interviews were held in capital
offices. A few were held in restaurants, private residences, and sons
took place in a place of employment different frost a capitol office.
Interviews varied In length from th< inutes to two hours and
thirty minutes. The average intervisw lasted slightly over one hour
Length.
All respondents seemed frank and honest in their responses.
Reporters, more so than the other two groups, seemed concerned ab
whether their answers agreed with what other reporters were saying.
Classifying a Week's mews
Another distinct source of data for this study same from a
content analysis of Wisconsin newspapers. The author had a profes-
sional clipping service provide (at cost to the author) clippings of
all news items, in all Wisconsin papers, both daily and weekly, for
the week of October 3, l?71 through October 9, 1°71, mentioning
individual lrgialatore and/or legislative activity. These items were
then categorised by type and the number of items per category were









ubat amount of that nook's legislative news originated as proas
releases by individual legislators or were originated in their behalf
by caucus staff peisonnsi.
Observation
Tho final source of data for this study was direct observation
of legislative activity by tho author. This observation took place
during the two Booth long interviewing phase of the stud;.'. Moreover,
this direct observation was supplemented by daily reading 01 be
Madison and Milwaukee papers. This reading assisted the author in
knowing reporters through their work and also assisted the author in
keeping up with legislative activity. Regular radio listening and
television viewing were also performed to keep in touch with the
electronic nedia's news coverage of the legislature, but, this was
not undertaken as systematically as was the newspaper reading.
Besides , as the author became more familiar with capitol reporters
during the coarse of the study, many informal conversations took
place with them. These conversations were especially insightful into
the day-to-day legislative nswagatherlng process and legislative
politics.
The nulti-dimansional research design outlined in this
introduction presented itself as the best way to study the growth and
Impact of the legislative public relations activity in Wisconsin.







precluded taare precise research designs.
This study attempt* to Isolate and describe the growth of
legislative public relations within the Wisconsin Legislature &nd to
sertai-. the attitudes of the participants in Wisconsin's political
cooBunication process towards those activities* Wisconsin's example
teym—nt > anouiev iaportart step in tha satorat'on and accepta^ice of
the public relations function within government. A traditional foe
of the public reli function within governtwnt, the legislative
branch of government, is itself, on the stat? level, apparently
oving towards utilisation and appreciation of that function.
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The growth of Wisconsin's legislative public relation©
act ivivie* parallels the eetabiisrjifc growth of th<a caucus
staffs serving the "..'iaccnsi:: Legislature* This is so because the
public n . iritias hare surfaced frca within the caucus
staffs. ..iaconoin's legislative public relations activities apparently
arose froa a need on the part of individual legislators to communicate
wiv Lr constituents and the availability of partisan staff person-
nel capable of providing assistance to legislators so as to allow
then to meet that need.
The caucus staffs are themselves recent legislative innova-
tions in Vieconsi- . y date from the early 1960'S« The creation
of these partisan caucus staffs marked another effort by the Wisconsin
LegJelst-rre to improve itself end its legislative activity* T
'Wisconsin Legislature presently finds itself, es do those in other
state©, caught up in a nationwide driva urging the reform of state
legislatures* This legislative modernization drive has its own
histo:
Legislators and other persons concerned about the role that
state legislatures were playing in the American governmental system




to rectify the Imbalances apparent, to then at least, in nid-twentiath
American government. They MM concerned over the growing
of the governmental process by the national level of govern-
aent and by the executive branch of povemraent on all levels, Tbie
scmlncmc had affected the rolec of the other branches and levels of
American gover stent. moreover, t! at dominance, as the special
interest grumes saw it, rendered ineffecteal the eyetew of constitu-
tional checks and balances upon which the American governmental
svstcr was conceived.
The special interest groups set out t<> return the state
legislatures to their proper roles, as they saw it, in the govern-
sutil process. The groups took it upon themselves to return the
Its legislature to its rightful place, as they conceived it, in
the governing process by modernising and professionalising the
business of lawmaking en the state level, jpecific areas were singled
out for attention in these attempts to improve the legislatures. One
legislative observer described thoee areas of attention.
The reformers propose that the legislature sho Id be mors
professional. Legislators should be better paid and should
TT9 longer terms, and they should hero bettor staff assistance,
professional advice, end facilities for working. The leglsla-
turee should meet more often for lonper sessions, and It should
be better organised to permit both more efficiency and more
careful deliberation.^
The legislative reformers wanted to taring tue legislatures
up-to-date in their lawmaking procedures and thereby return the
legislature to its rightful place in the governing structure. They




air of Importance to the state 'awaaking function which had been
absent from that function for too long a tiisis.
This chapter will present a broad outline of the legislative
it ion drive which baa provided the iapetus for needed lsgis-
iativo reform and in so doing has facilitated such legislative
ioBOtatiene ae Wisconsin's caucus staffs* This outline should help
legislatures are paying icraaaing attention to public
'public relations ege*t« as possible tools to be used in
>re, this chapter will detail the gro»
of the Wisconsin Legislature's caucus staffs, thereby setting the
stage for an analysis of the public relations activity of the Wisconsin
Legislators and for an asseeweeat of the impact of those activities
upcft too state's political n—unication process.
1KB MODERNIZATION DIOVS
The Mevessmt Qonsrally
•tats lsgialatlve roforaors ciaia that the state legislature:
truly the peoples' branch of government. They see the state
ears* as sJdill—n in the Awerican govarnaental system and the
branch whicn lassas moat, of the laws affecting the daily lives of state
citizens* The refoners also ciaia that tne state legislatures best
represent the plurality of America's citizens. But, they also fear
that the legislative branch of state govenawnt has been an almost
"invisible" branch of gover a»nt since the nid*nlneteentn century.






and outdated practices have hindered the functioning of state legisia*
tores since the mld-ninotsonth century. Popular discontent with
state legislatures, according to William J. Keefe, dates from unaasi-
ness concerning legislative activity in the l8£0's. That uneasiness,
which vas based on rnmpnnt corruption in legislatures, brought about
9
a wave of constitutional revisions to limit legislative powers.
Restrictive actions of this type gave more power to the governor and
the executive breach of state government and upset the balance of the
State legislatures became even more powerless as tine moved
on sad America surged into the twentieth msuaimj. Tha malapportion-
ment of legislatures geva rural areas more voting power In ehs
legislature than the rapidly expanding urban areas even though
America wee hosnmlng an Increasingly urban count:?. The dranatic
growth of the federal government during the Hew Deal era and world
u: II further imbalanced the dynamics of the American governmental
process and in so doing affected the state governing process. These
and other fee ors left the state legislatuies in precarious and
powerless positions. Malcolm Jewell, a legislative scholar, summarised
the plight of state legislatures in this ways
fleets legislatures have failed to meet the challenge of
change because they have been handicapped by restrictive powers
,
inadequate tools and facilities, inefficient organisation and
procedures, unattractive features that produce excessive turnover
in legislative service and lack of public understanding and
confidence because legislatures themselves hsve been duly timid












let, vi.il© legislatures remained generally idle and unehang:
their esverimoisUl roles were increasing significantly. Alexander
pointed that out in his State Legislatures In American Politics.
The increased significance of government generally in American
life means that the state legislatures lire part of an increasingly
pervasive system of political decision Baking. At the same time,
the cer.var of gravity in this system has shifted steadily to the
federal level.-
Hoard also claimed that state legislatures may be our moot
extreme example of institutional lag. He categorized them as being
largely nineteenth century organisations in their formal qualities
while they must, or should, address themselves to twentieth century
ptmfc&smm* Heard's description implied the aims of the legislative
.T.odeTn.Uati.:)'-. drive. IVslie <>lier sti.1,-3 '. V. I prtMwSjmi fOSlag State
legislatures more succinctly in his American State Legislatures .
Present day legislative responsibilities are of such
complexity, s «h magnitude, that they cannot be met adequately
by the old-fashioned, tine consuming legislative procedures,
antiquated ergamlsation, inadequate end incompetent staff
services .6
Legislative leaders and concerned citisen groups began to
recognise the plight of the outdated, ineffectual, powerless legisla-
ture. They embarked upon a drive to update and professionalise state
legislatures. Their aim was to regain for the legislature its proper
role in the Anerican governmental system. The backers of this drive
sought increased independence and public support for the state
legislatures. These reform efforts have come to depend, to a great
extent, upon the winning of public approval and public backing for
specific reform efforts. In order to gain increased independence and









public support, the legislative branch of state government must draw
«ttention back to the state legislature. So leaders of the
lion drive emphasize that a public information/public relations
function should be integrated with all specific efforts to effect
legislative change. Through such a function, the reformers hope to
be able to enlist public support for their programs which are designed
to make state legislatures dynamic governmental institutions once
David H. Beetle, writing in the November 7, 1966 issue of the
Mation, compared the special interest groups dedicated to getting tho
legislatures to adapt and survive to the oitisenry wMch noved to save
7
the atosspl ng crane from extinction. The nationwide communication
networks provided by these special interest groups ullow for the free
exchange of ideas, techniques, and procedures which can serve to
strengthen legislatures. One such idea moving through those communi-
cation networks provided by the legislative special interest groups
concerns the public information/public relations function and how
that function can help state legislative bodies.
among the many organisations formed to take up the cause of
revitalising state legislative government., the Council of State
Governments, headquartered in Lexington, Kentucky, 13 the oldest.
o
The Council was established in Chicago in I9L7. Its reason for
being is "to service the Governor's Conference (the executive branch),





interest group, the actional Conference of State
Legislative Leaders, ori&ineted iron a meeting of legislators held
s|T the Mm York Legislature in Albany, Hew York in I . It is a
bipartisan organisation "dedicated to strengthening the states and
the state legislative process through enlightened leadership." 11
In 1 , the actional Conference of State Legislative Leaders
joined with the Begleton Institute oi' Politics at Rutgers Unlveraiiy
in Bctgers, Hew Jersey to establish a Center for Legislative Service.
That center had s rmsifsH purpose j
first, it is prepared upon invitation, to enter any stats
and producs a detailed, practical and realistic s
legislature, including comparative informal en pa technique.
rules, staff, composition, etc. Each study contains solid
reoemsmadetloes for added efficiency in the legislature,
Second, the Center is compiling information from t ve©
on such matters as organization, research and staff, facilities,
si..e, frequency of session, etc., vi as eventu&l go&i of
dissemination of such infermatli . ird, tee Center is avail-
able to ansver the questions of Any legislative leader on matters
of a substantive nature or in relation to tiie above subjects •!*
A third major group supporting legislative reform is the
Citizens Conference on State Legislatures. The Citizens Confcrenee
began in 1965 as an integral part of the wider national movement
12
seeking to improve the effectiveness of state governs*, •v..""*' Its
most recent, and probably its best publicised date i
Report on an Evaiuatic:. o. tir.e >•> ^u,g Legislawrwu . J this report
evaluated state legislative capabilities i s ejcecj^-fiwiional,
accountable, independent, informed, end rsprtasent&ti ire . This i
rated each of the fifty state legislatures one against the others
across ttoese five areas of legislative capebi. . This measurement
'.'..
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presented graphically where each legislature stood in relation tc the
.ier forty-nine legislatures as measured i~i terms of those five
areas. Tne comparison, as the Conference pointed out, is relative;
so, all fifty legislatures, no matter what their ranking, still have
for improvement. The report, first :*eleased in February of 1971,
XMMqaant^y released in book form as The Sometime Goveranents .
Tnese groups urging the improvement of the state legislative
process by modernization oi tne legislature straightforwardly acknowl-
edge a need on tneir part to communicate their goals to the general
public. Kr. Laray |fc.rgolis, the Executive Director of the Citizens
Conference on St?te Legislatures, stated in the 1968 Yearbook: of the
lational Conference of State Legislative Leaders that?
When we talk about revitalizing state legislatures we mean
for the legislature through which the
citizenry can see what the legislature is doing and can react
to what it i« doing.
Margolis implied thet a two-way communication process between
legislature and constituents is one goal of legislative revitaliza-
tion. H reiterated his "visibility" theme in an article in the l;
7 -r ' v .
YJhen we face the question of whethe ot to make a pro-
posed change or when we try to decide vast constitutes an improve-
ment, we should rate it against this 3cale. If it provides more
visibility for the legislature (which in lira can produce other
cnanpes), if it prorotes self-competes
B
thereby provides the
capacity to be independent, then the change is w< rth making.1°
Tnese groups have given attention to the communication function
in tneir short existences. A proposal for improving the nature of t>
legislative "image" was incl ided in the report of the Third National
'-,-
. : ,
<uin>Bfiima of Stats Legislative Leaders in lvcu. This proposal
spsciiiad the communications mission of tn© legislature; too nature
of the logiiUa. image*1 ! **^t too public doee not fenow about too
and what sbmuld ha toldj the proposal ideatifiud legis*
ifcers; end. It also errjr.orated tha basinn of a pfir—nsui
a research report complied
by the staff of the national ttua^ssniii of diets Legislative Lsaders
delegate to the annual masting received a copy.
The Council of State Qorei iants published a pemphlet,
Hr. Psssldsnt ... Mr. apeaker, in 1964. This pamphlet was a
by the Coasdtteo on Organisation of Legislative dervlcea of the
Rational Legislative Conference. The report specifically Mentioned
the need of a public Information function for state legislatures
.
This ni sail ttse cannot recommend specific sethods of solving
the problem of improved public informal Ion for the legislature
,
but it does point to the natter as a problem and auggests that
legislators, especially the legislative leadership, in each
stete could well devote attention to it..«>
Toe pamphlet fnrthsr pointed out a key disadventage of the
legislators in its public infoneatic'i eCMpetiticn with the executive
of giinaiaiiaeal as being Urn nature of itself as a multiple
>och
.
But, tba legislators, its branches, and its responsible
agencies, (standing and interior committees, research councils,
and others) engage in far-reaching concerns, and the public
interest profits from adequate, balanced publicity regarding
The legislative special interest groups have carried forward






in that aroa. The National Legislative Conference currently has
smdwrwey a survey of the public information/public relations programs
of the fifty state legislatures. This project originated in a panel
discussion on the subject at the National Legislative Conference's
il 1 Meeting in August of 1970. " That panel received information
on programs as undertaken by several states.
HaryLand had retained a private public relations first to
handle lis public i. -formation program. That program includes brochures;
radio and television spots} weekly reports on the status of legislation,
hearing schedules sad other pertinent, information: and an Information
Desk service.21
The Tssss senate had undertaken certain steps to provide the
public with moru information on its activities. This program is
handled in house under too control of the Senate Secretary. Those
steps included brochures; a full-time photographer who handles pictures
for Senate members) a radio tape release program for senators; and
22
television facilities fr video tapings by members.
The North Dakota Legislature had hired a full-time staff
associate to implement a public information program. The staff as-
sociate publishes a newsletter; writes articles for private publica-
tions; works with the wire services; prepares information documents;
assists the television media; supplies factual information on laws
and programs passed by the legislature; and assists staff members in
preparing reports.
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of the ongoing survey by Xr. Seward Crane, the Secretary of the
Rational Legislative Conference, suggested the following
t
(1) the variety of activities thought to be included in the
category of "public information" is considerable; yet few states
have a comprehensive conception or definition of that area}
innovative approaches are promising but sporadic;
(2) few Legislatures have focused on "public information" as
an over-all concern;
(3) mechanlii— for providing information to various segment
i
of the public range widely from one state to another; while some
employ one or more staff agencies for this purpose, no special
arrangement exists in most legislatures; diffusion or fragmenta-
tion are common features of legislative public information
efforts f
(u) progress in development of pimilic information/mechanisms
has been erratic, but there is a growing awareness that much
needs to be done}
(l>) over-all "goals
*
of public information activities,
relating to the function and Image of the legislatures, are
generally absent; th*re is relatively little provision for
coordination to achieve teeat goals; likewise, little effort is
made to identify the effects of public information activities or
to evaluate them;
(6) few legislatures have or are seeking to create plans for
future development or modification of public information activity;
(7) written descriptions of current public information
programs, reports dealing with proposed future developments , mi
legislation or rales which affect availability of information to
the public, are not r.adily available
j
(8) finally, most respondents were Interested in obtaining
information on whet other legislatures are doing or planning in
this area.2^
The intent of the Rational Legislative Conference was to
the completed survey and then decide whether or not to eotab-
lish a special committee on public information for state legislatures.
Mr. Crane's tentative conclusion was that a considerable contribution
could be made by the National Legislative Conference in forming a
committee on public information. This committee could than offer
assistance to any stats desiring to initiate or improve* upon an already
operative public information/public relations program*
s uw
32
The reeently published The Sometime Qovongmnts by the
Conference en State Legislatures urged legislatures to make
"open" end "eeeeeaible 1' to th« various newe aedia, both
print and electronic. The legislative evaluation study, upon wi-
the book wee baaed, gave emfbssis to providing whatever physical
facilities the newe media required in doing their o'o. The report
tacitly Implied that coverage ol the legielature nay improve if the
legislature make* the firet novo by providing "access" and the phyoi-
eel faeiliti s tnei alists need to pv tneir trade. Furthernore,
the Citizens Oenferenee urged legialaturea to "do everything they can
to invite and attract, acre and better coverage by the press and the
27
electronic media," ' The press is valued because of its ability to
generate
.
awareness and understanding of the legis~ The
—m Gov»urjaante stated that every legislature ,:should aU,o have
28
an inforaation or press officer to »9^f the preee and tne public ."
The book also cited anode Island ae the fi'st state to create a
"press office" and said that nany states are looking at that office
£0
as a possible eTsmple for emulation.
It appears that the emphasis placed upon the establishment of
on/public relations function on behalf of state
legislatures is continuing to grov. uacuunication network created
by the legislative reform groups has contributed to the spreading idee
of formalising the legislative public relations function. But, that
network may not be the only factor bringing about legislative interest











"essional example . Another factor influencing the
growing interest in a legislative public relations function may be
the exampl* of congressional members who utilise innovative cemmuniea-
tion and public relatione techniques to cownunicate with their
•;ress provides liself with radio and television
•
-\w studios which ambers can nee at minimal cost to themselves
.
Moreover, ind-vi-iual congressional staffs often employ a press aide,
a public relations aide, or a press secretary whose primary work
involves the :.^r.<iling of the cobs.. . needs of an individual
legislator. The congressional orientation handbook for incoming
-gressne:: underscores this staff trend.
whereas bobs members prefer to handle their own press relations,
working directly with die* a and publishers whom they
know persons substantial number of Congressmen delegate this
responsibility to- a staff employee who has had newspaper or related
media experience. The 196? C0s»SaB3I0HAL STAFF DIRECTORY lists
only aeve.itr-seven individuals with th# title of proas assistant,
**9 secretary, or public relations aide, but this figure is
misleading; in many offices, the administ- assistant is a
former newsman, and a major portion of his time is devoted to
work with reporters and editors in the district and elsewhere. *°
9*.
-islators, in some eases, may have observed the
congressional example, evaluated it positively, and th*»n emulated that
example ir. their specific Si At lee-? legislate
viewed in this project specifically ci*«»i th ror^ressional example
as one reasc »f Wisconsin's legi e public
relations activities.
Public rela Lions in campaigning . Another factor that might
be contributing to the growth of a legislative public relations
•-
-. •
function may be the increasing importance of public relations tech*
niques in political campaigning. Legislators, having employed
sophisticated conaunication techniques in their own election campaigns,
carry both their reliance upon these communication techniques and their
knowledge of those techniques with then into office. And, while the
legislator, or elected official, remains in office, he uses similar
31
tcohmlgnss so as to improve his chances for re-eloction.
Public relations growth generally. Furthermore, the growth
of legislative public relations mirrors the growth of the public
relations function generally within Armrica'tj complex, interdependent
society. More and more persons seek access to tnC available communi-
cation cuannels so as to communicate tneir desired messages. But, the
cowaonication channels are restricted in their amounts of available
space or time and many persons find toe coot of access to the channels
prohibitive. This situation breeds sophisticated competition for access
and for the attention of the public. Public relations serves to
provide an edge in that competition.
Other factors not mentioned may also be affecting the growth
of interact in a legislative public relations function. Nevertheless,
the fact, is that an interest has emerged and continues to spread. The
rs previously mentioned have been active, to sonm degree, in the
:ific caae of Wisconsin's legislative public relations activities.
£*£& ?. ... _'•".. v'-J
The Wisconsin Legislature has established itself as an
innovative legislature both through ita legislation and by its
nsfmsilwneUiition efforts. Wisconsin was tho first state to logis-
late a aodarn, enforceable income tax/ In 1901 ' Wisconsin was also
the first state to establish a Legislative Reference Library, now
known ss the Legislative Reference Bureau.^ This bureau is respon*
slble for collecting, svssearising and indexing information of a
legislative nature relating to legislation of foreign countries,
other states, municipalities, and tha federal government, lbs
Legislative Reference Bureau assists Wisconsin's lawmakers in their
legislative efforts by providing information upon th*ir request. In
191*7, the Wisconsin Legislature equipped itself with a legislative
council and a legal staff. The council was designed to study
various probleas of government and report the results to the legisla-
ture. Jfy early i960, the Wisconsin Legislature had equipped itself
with staff assistance in bill drafting, in legislative research, and
in statute revision.
Dr. Alan Rosenthal of the Sagletc n Institute of Politics, a
student of the Wisconsin Legislature, claims that a najor inpetus for
further legislative modernisation efforts during the I960' a was a
sharp alteration in Wisconsin's state politics.
Wisconsin had traditionally been dominated by Republicans
.
They cootroiled every legislature from 193/ to 1959 and held the
governorship during thoee two decades as well. Hot until the
period after 1U5 did the contemporary Democratic party begin its
development, and not until 1958 did it elect a governor and
,m
. -at*?, «A.
simu-t&neously gain control of the state Assembly, oince then,
partisan polities in the state hare been highly competitive. 37
Rosenthal argues that the change in the partisan environment
of Wisconsin politics "especially the confrontation between a Demo-
cratic governor and a Republican legislature from 1961 , through 19bU,
pronpted the drive for a stronger legislature." That drive for a
stronger legislature brought into being the caucus staffs which
currently perform msssroin public relations activities on behalf of
individual state legislators.
During 195? toe legislature began negotiations with t£e Ford
Foundation for a grant to partially finance a study wnich would
Implement legislative reorganization and Improve legislative proce-
dures. In October of 19$9$ tbe Ford foundation approved a six year
grant of $£1*0*000 to aid in financing a project to strengthen the
39
operations of the legislature* The project focused on three legie-
Lve areas* Phase 1 concerned itself with fiscal review procedures
and budget analysis* Phase U loomed at legislative organisation and
procedure. Phase XIX concerned itself with improving legislative
staff servicee through throe demonstration projects* The three
projects were a legislative intern program* fiscal analysts* and
researcn analysts for the party ceueuec lbs demonstration projects
were undertaken to 8sees the value of such staffing to the legislature
and iie committees.
be legislative committee on Legislative Organization and
Procedure, which supervise . !./, started the demonstration

37
pro. jets in December < : lycu* Four i\Lj.-time research analysts vera
» assign? aach party caucus in aach house of the
,
-: ?our ssxt«*4i i l*gla*s*lve Isbesss at I a.pio-r^-.,
two for each house* lach party —out chose its own research
analysts and the analysts received their auu1t,immn*n directly from
the oaosus. Initially, the anslysta analysed bills on their respective
souse calendars* The caucus analysts wore nado full-tine permanent
in October of 196£, Bowoioi' , In 1967 the caucus analysts
transferred irectly to the legislature itself, and, from then
on, the anslysta were paid directly from the legislature's budget.
This transfer was mesa through Senate Bill 2(o, which became Chapter 21,
Laws of 1 o/. Thia action gave the caucuses even more control over
their own staffing.
The caucus staffing project vae controversial from the sturt.
ferns legislative leaders believed that existing legislative research
staffs wars sufficier.t to provide any information an individual
legislator might need. A few leaders feared the potential advoraary
at analysts working for different parties. Besides,
worried over the ose of state funds to support political parties
wltain the legislature • There ses both, according to Rosenthal,
public and press anananism towards this move* But, caucus staffing
sslsslj besame accosted and the central caucus ataffa became a legis-
lative fact of life.
Caucus Staff Scpanaior.
The different caucuses utilised the flexibility provided by
ij-mnf
WM




the 1967 switch which gave each caucus control over its staffing. The
osuooess generally expended their staffs and defined their roles in
the presses. As they did 30, the caucus staffs Moved frem performing
strictly bill analyses to other tasks, including public relations*
The Assembly caucus staffs *rew from ens to three research
In 1967 while tee Senate staffs retained their single analyst
is. During Ray of 1966, the Assembly caucus staffs designated
of each of their staffs 1 as a Public Infonsetion Officer
for that caucus. This was dons, according to a previous researcher's
etudy, to qualify that individual for a higher pay acele."' Caucus
staff personnel are unclassified legislative employees, that is,
non-clTll serviee employees, and are paid on a scale similar to that
of the civil serviee personnel. In early summer of 1968, the two
flenses caucus staffs also designated ens msmbsr per caucus as a
Malic Information Officer.
The title of Public Infomation Officer as originally bestowed
upon the "directing" or "head11 caucus analyst within each of the
essjcue staffs was misleading. Their chief responsibility was still
research and analysis end not the communication function normally
associated with the title of Public Information Officer. But, as the
caucus staffs farther evolved, the title of Public Information Officer
began to fit the Individual so lieelgnatsil sensunit more accurately
then at first. Almost as soon as they were formed, the caucus staffs





ere act originally intended to engage In
public relatione activity, but this rapidly becane one of their
oet important functions. ?ro* the very beginning, the general
g*j PR assistance existed end legislators bed only tp„be
by analysts in order to xwqueet specific hslp."*
In tl 3 19*7 session, caucus snslysts estimated that one-half
of theJT tiwa was spent during that session working in the public
psIssjmsji ai-jci. Canrai staff pmsgossstt ssees ptos* rolsos**
L9
speeches, newelsteers and also distributed photographs. " Legislator!,,
spar rent ly, jm;4 coos upon assists*** in au area that they considered
but had nag1niii* previously bssaus* of unidentified
Since 19*7 tbe staffing pattern for the legislature, which
includes toa caucus staffs, has been established by a resolution of
the legislature submitted during tfcs session." This arrengeaent
prorided the two legislative parties with mr* flexibility in stafflog
their smi caucuses. The slse of tbe caucus staffs have varied. The
majority and eioority party majorjp of th>- legislature has been one of
the inflate*** upon tbe else of the different caucus staffs. Lately,
staffing be* ta :«n on a "competitive" or "keep upw nature of
and an laereasa by on* taaj quickly bo followed by increases in
the other staffs.
Besent newspaper articles he** estimated thg* the total salary
cowt el the etaff assistance given legislators In 1971 was $302
,
This figure includes tbe four central ****** staffs' personaal, a
IsUl of eighteen p*rsoonal, and twenty-two ssministrativ* assistants






two types of staff and their duties.
Party staffs bcve seen in existence several years, dtcfi1
members study bills, do legislative research, help develop party
strategy end handle public relations.
The administrative assistants are a new breed. They are
assigned to individual senators who can demonstrate that their
workload requires extra help. Their specific assignments depend
on the vlshes of their employers, end nay include answering mail,
studying bills, writing speeches and handling the problems of
constituents.53
University of Wisconsin Professor Janes R. Donoghue has cited
the growth in the sise of the "legislative bureaucracy*1 in Wisconsin
from 19b8 on. Re singled out the greatest increase within that
bureaucracy in that group that immediately serves the two houses of
the legislature themselves.
This includes not only more clerks, messengers, secretaries
and the like but perhaps more significantly, though not neces-
sarily in numbers alone, is the emergence of staff aides directly
associated with the leadership. Among these aro policy researchers
and assistants serving the leaders and the two party caucuses. In
earlier times legislators got such assistance from personnel
detached temporarily from departments, or from academics from the
varsity or from lobbying organisations. In many...cases the
legislator did his own staff work as best he could. ^L
Wisconsin's legislative bureaucracy is growing; and, the
legislature's emphasis upon improving its staffing services has been
significantly responsible for this growth. The growth of specialised
staffs like the caucus staffs have opened up for action areas pre-
viously left untouched for one reason or another. This specialization
and the provision of staff has facilitated the growth of public
relations activity within the Wisconsin Legislature. 3ome leaders
initially feared the duplication of effort that might have come about
because of the establishment of the caucus staffs. They thought that
: -.'.vl




the caucus staffs would chqftioat* the efforta of other already
functioning research staffs. Instead, It appears that the avail-
ability of the other research staffs here allowed too caucus staffs
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TH3 CAUCUS STAFFS » PUBLIC INFORMATION OFFICERS
YXW WIXOSSIN'S UBQISLATI7B PUBLIC
RKLATIQKS FUNCTION
Wisconsin's four legislatlr~ Public Information Officers, one
pea* perty caucus in each of the legislature ' s two houses, are the
principals most directly involved with the legislature's public
relations activities. The information officers not only perform many
of the pri ^latlons endeavors thorsal*-*03 but also supervise other
caucus staff personnel in similar activities. Basically, tho Public
Information Officers are communication technicians. All but one have
had nsss media work experience. The fourth information officer has
gained e working; knowledge of the mass media through his on-tho-iob
experience. These four nsn assist the individual legislators from
their respective caucuses in communicating with audiences tbi
legislator specif lee. From their positions, the four Public Jnforme-
n Off^ are had a direct oppr to exert influence upon
the gathering and dissemination of legislative news in Wisconsin.
This chapter will relate the opinions end attitudes of the
Pablie Information Officers concern! ir public relations activi-
. The material for this and the subser two chapters is
drawn from foettsed interviews with the aub.lects of each - . .-.
Generally, this chapter will cover what public relations activities
1*6






the eaucu£ ruff Public Information Officers perform; the purpose
stolen the public relation activities ath su£>posa4 to ssrvej an
of the activities upon the traditional flow of legislative
A dee iaformat leer's role, as aeon by
toe information officers thsaseives, is essential to the creation of
ea overall desc a aud aaderetaading of the interaction of
legislators, tueir information personnel, and the media representa-
tives with whoa they deal. To data, the Public Information Officer
positions in each of tee fo^jr caucuses have bees largely self-defining
in nature. That aoans that the individual Public Information Officer
has greatly ehaped the dimensions of his own position. It ie signi-
ficant that each caucus operates Ixideyendeatly of the others, including
its politically related caucus in the other house. Each caucuo staff
is an organisation unto its .. ich nay or Bay not be siriilar to one
or more of the other a staffs.
party caucuses in the Wisconsin Legislature vary In
sise. This past session had as its largest caucus the Assembly
Democrat lo caucus with sixty-five legislator members. The smallest
caucus, the Senate Democratic caucus had thirteen members. These
variations in si3e affect the activities which can be undertaken by
aatioo officers and the amount of time that they can devote
to various projects. Moreover, the caucus leadership, the elected
legislators guiding their fellow party members, dictate, tc a large






including the Public Information Officer, will take during the session.
So, each caucus etaff maintains an autononoua position in regards to
the other staffs.
In the two Assembly caucus staffs, the Public Information
Officers also serve in the position of caucus staff directors • The
Assembly Publi** Information Officers, from their dual positions, also
direct the leuuarsli ofSerts of the ether caucus staff personnel, fhs
situation is somewhat different in the donate caucus staffs. There,
both caucus staffs have a designated Caucus Staff Director. The
Pub' taractloa Officers in the Senate caucus staffs operate
predosdn ."'. th« public relations arms and*? Iht guidons* sf Mi
"a -.
Even though there are marked dissimllaritios among the four
;oa st
.
all share concern and interest in coisjiunieating
. view: Titles of the legislator caucus members to the
public. This c brings them to coraiouiv share different com-
aamlcation techniques wh / utilize in their communication
efforts.
THE PUBLIC RELATIONS ACTIVI7I8S
Table ose public relations activities which the
legislative Public Information Officers -ted t; >y performed
in behalf of individual state legislators.






Caucus St&if Psrfomed I'ubllc RalatioaB
Activities Mentioned by Caucus Staff
Publ r^ftti .




Handling constituent nail 2




Praaa c - ."- roi ' L
Photo distribut L
|M|
psrsoonal writ* and distribute press releases for legislatora. The
najority of the work ie Initiated by the request of the individual
Isgtaleinr, However, the Public Information Officer nay initiate a
release and clear it with a legislator prior to releasing it for
publication. Press releases have been the moat visible public rela-
'.
' ^ - v>j activity of the ca^js at l£Ts is J«\^. The releases are
nailed to local constituency media outlets and occasionally distri-
buted tr the regulars of the Capitol Press Corps by placing the
.ated folders in press release files in the Governor•s
Office, the 'Attorney Oeneral's office, and the Capitol Preoa Room.
All four ooesue staffs exhibited a recent interest in radio
as a communication raadiua for legislativo news. The Public Information
Officers regard radio as an important, but often overlooked, medium
for the dissemination oT legislative news. Each caucus staff has
squlpr ""il? vith tape recorders for recording "actualities" (short
statements by legislatoru) which are then nailed or transmitted via
telephone to various radio stations, primarily to stations in a
lsgislator's die-: . The infonoation officers think the radio tapes
or "beepers" are belag wall received by tho local stations,
Speech
-fr
Beth the information officers and other caucus staff personnel
are available to draft, or to assist legislators in drafting, speeches.
The caucus staff's key research function conplenents this activity by









providing fctfoasmtion ftof tbS ipmsot Witt**
Two of the information officers (see Table 3*1) noted the
provii,
.
assistance to legislators In answering constituent mail
as a "public relations'* function which they performed. Tbe information
officers referred to these letters as "case** nail. Such letters
normally involve answering specific problems of constituents* The
Public Inforaation Officer or eaucus staff member say draft the reply
for a letter as a ghost writer or sinplv do the research for solving
- |
All four Public Information Officers stated that they are
keeping files consisting of legislators' voting and attendance
records to use la behalf of their own legislators in future election
campaigns* Their files will provide material for campaign speeches,





This general heading of activity Included the efforts I
Public Information Officers in educating legislators on how to gat
press attention, how to deal with reporters, and other such basic
matters a legislator might seek assistance on in regard to his
dealings with the msdla. The Public Information Officers felt that
this educational aspect of their position was making for a more
sophisticated1' exnhanme between the legislators and the media.
...
.
#A previous ntiucbr fo at legislators sailed fewer
conforsueoo than did other r officials in Wisconsin. But,
if a legislator toslres to sail a pr*es conference for tho purpose of
dlssemlnatins arvjs, ho can turn to his Public In Loti Officer for
assistance. The information officer can arrange, anno'snce, and set
up the press confsreneo for the leglsla -
ion
The Public Infomat ion Officers indicated that they hare
pictures, both glossy blaek and unites and color slides, which
they distributed to newspapers and television stations. This is done
to Insure th&t pictures are available for use along wltb press
releases end tapes. Television stations mlrht occasionally use a
slide t ips combination during a local newscast.
During their interviews, the information officers revealed
that their reserving end pnotogrephle shipment had been provided by
legislator donations in one case, and through the statewide party
organisation in the ether three eases* So, according to their
statements, this equipment is not paid for, in any way, by state tax
.«ls. The four officers stated that the only state funds involved
in the conduct of their public relations activities were in their
salaries and office supplies.
The Public Information Officers estimated the time that their
mtk
caucus staffs' spent 1a the perforaauce a? public relations activities
for legislators oT their caucus Their estiaates are shown in Table
3.2. The differases in estimates ruveaied in Table 3.2 reflect the
varying eaphaels placed .pan the public relations ares by the four
different caucus staffs. As noted earlier, each caucus staff operates
as an autonomous entity. Yet, all four of the staffs do involve
thssieolvoe directly in public relations activities (as shown by
Table 3.1) on behalf of the legislators who ia&ke up the caucuses.
Table 3.2
FIO Bstisste of lias Spent by His Caucus
3taff in Public Relations Activity





2 PUBLIC RELATIONS HBCSSSITT
Pialott wrote in hi« Public Point lens and Ameriear.
of two basic argunsnts ncroally given to justify the
practice of gov^nwsnt public relations.
Two jaain arguments can be sdv&nced for gevernasr.t public
rsletions. The first asy be called the reporterial arguweirt.





net accessnrily involve any elf^aent cf persuasion. The second
nay be called the adminlstrati \*e nrgiraont. Certain administrative
neasnres will not succeed unless the- public or sections of the
public are adequately infoi:ied about their rights and duties , or
unless—foreign policy in some* aspects is a good example--the
public understands and acquiesces i? t:>en.^
r legislative Public Information Officers advanced
Wnlott»G rcportoriel argument" as Justification for their o&mus
staff originated pvfelic relations activities* The information officers
hold that it is their duty to inform the people of Wisconsin about the
operations cf their state gcvorr— lit, portisulsrly about the legis-
lative branch of government, Hanover, tec of the Public :reformation
qualified their isntrks by statin? that they infomed the
about their gevsvnnent by artleuletln,? a specific party's
partisan point of view. That qualification portrays, as will be
shown later, the reality of Vlsconsin's partisan oriented legislative
public relations activity,
Aecordir.r to the information officers, they have undertaken
the public relations activities cited earlier for legislators because
ffentgU&ifors thaneIves lacked tine to perfom such act! Titles,
Hatsurer, - \formation officers felt that the legislators, for the
most part, were inexperienced in the techniques of dealing with the
medio. One information officer expreesed hie response in this wayt
Too have to realise that ae oomplex as stete government has
gotten at thia point, that the senators and representatlvoe in
the assembly have a tremendous workload when you consider that
they are paid on the basis of a part-time Job. The idea of
physically p»ttlng out release* for themlives is a lob which
mould be, even if they were adept at it, too time consisting.
they have too many other things to do when you consider the
vclune of legislation they have to consider, the amount of boning

up taey Lave to do, to perform their function as a l*M±£M>cr
properly. It Is uhera It is Impossible for them to
operate effectively* In the public relations field, they have
to have help.
Table 3.3 shows the information officers' responses to the
question if there was a need for press relations assistance on behalf
of state legislators. One information officer responded that "there
is a greater need than ever before. a The different responses pointed
out that the Increasing complexity of state government and the rise
of the state's govornraental bureaucracy made it imperative that
legislators receive ss much staff assistance as possible . That staff
assistance, aa the information officers indicated, ought to include
providing the legislator with assistance in the communication area.
This communication activity is directed at creating an "informed
public " which is supposed to be the backbone of the democratic
governing process. The Public Information Officers depicted a need
for persons Mho could "communicate - what is going on in the government
to the public by translating the complexity of the governmental
process into a torn attractive to the public. Much of the public has
only a passing interest in its government and this makes the com-
nuniration task difficult.
The four Public Information Officers stated that, in their
opinion, there ems a definite need for themselves and thoir public
relations activities. Ons Public Information Officer SAidi
As state government gets more complex, ae the issues get
more complex, they will need people in between to insure ti.









He added that °the better job w* do, the acre Information la
going to gat out."
Table 3.3
PIOs' Opinion aa to Whether There la a Need










The caucus staff originated public relations activities have
aa their chief target the local constituencies of the individual state
legislators. Press releases and radio tapes are sent to the local
madia outlets in a legislator's district. Weekly papers are held in
high regard by the Public Infoimation Officers for their utilisation
of the caucus staff-disseminated press releases.
Caucus staff information officers have little to do with t'
regular media reporters who constitute the Capitol Press Corps.
Occasionally, the information officers deal with the Capitol Press
Corps by staging press conferences or by making copies of press




fioom located bstwean the Senate end Assembly chambers in the
Capitol, Importers sometimes individually approach a Public Informa-
tlon Officer in their newsgathering efforts looking for leads, facta,
or background material. But, the Public Information Officers do not
ier the reporters of the Capitol Pvecs Corps as \ lef targets
of public relations activities.
One information officer explained that he did not consider
himself to be in competition with the Capitol Press Corps, but, saw
himself as "complementing" the work don* by Wisconsin's Capitol Press
Corps, In that vein, the Information officer sees himself dissemina-
ting information which otherwise would receive little or no attsnt
from the Capitol Press Corps because of its localised interest.
Members of the Capitol Press Corps tend to represent urban, metropoli-
tan papers and electronic media outlets. The greatest number of
reporters represent Madison, Milwaukee and Green Bay papers, rcdio
and television stations. The Public Information Officers see them-
selves serving those media outlets (both print and electronic) whli
cannot afford to send reporters to cover the state legislature. The
home districts of their legislator employers are the highest priority
targets of the caucus staffs 1 public relations activities. This
selective dissemination of caucus staff-originated public relations
material aerves to assist the legislator in filling his self-determined
communication needs.
One caucus staff Public Information Officer argued that his
activities, and these of the other information officers, made the
&-
S8
Capitol Press Corps mere alert. To bis mind, the information officers
provided a check upon biased, inaccurate reporting by the- Capi-
regulars, another information officer commented that tho information
officers rfexe catting down the "sensationalism" aspect of legislative
news in Wisconsin by giving legislators "sophistication" in their
dealings with the media.
legislators Benefitting U.o. Host
The Public Information Officers enumerated many types of
legislators who derived the greatest benefit from the public relations
activities of the caucus staffs. Table j.h lists those enumerations.
By ambitious legislators, the information officers referred to legisla-
tors who had 'Jetlgmi upon seeking higher elected office. For them,
the public relations efforts helped generate a statewide name and a
potential statewide constituency. Activist legislators were identi-
fied as bein iful personalities who managed to stey In the
forefront of state legislative activity. Rural, or out-state,
legislators benefit from the caucus staff public relations endeavors
since their constituencies are often ignored by the statewide media
covering the state legislature except for the wire services. The
rural districts harbor the local media outlets, weekly newspapers and
local radio stations, which the information officers believe to be
receptive to their efforts. Freshman legislators derive benefit from
the caucus staff public relations activity because of their newness to
the legislative scene. The caucus staff's information officer can





can Mm bis in good steed for the rjralltgB of his legislative career.
The n t legislator can benefit from the publicity exposure
given by the caucus staff's public rel activities which he might
otherwise not receive because of his retiring nature.
Table 3.
iisgisl&tor Benefitting Host from the Caucus
affs' Public Relations Efforts*







- L, The informal fleers ware
allowed to make more than one ~se.
Basic it appears, according to the Public Information
Officers, that a legislator can benefit from the piblic relations
capabilities of the caucus staffs depending upon his own involvement
and situation. The information officars felt that the legislator
who realises the capabilities of the caucus staff's assistance and
tailors those capabilities to his political game-plan can derive the
greatest benefit from those capabilities.

junnro tax mphmid public jblatioks
is noted by Dr. Alan Rosentbr.3 In his atndiaa of the Wisconsin
staffs, thee* etaffe have been the subject of <~ , y fyeei
Hh eery fcefftMdug r ' ifite J 8©r* l«£lelat*ve leaders
sss idea of tax »iw beingWMi«4 to support the provision
of staffing for the \ eel partfee within the legir b, A
sitiilar argueent has alnae been raised concerning the tax support
fiver, to th'i partlean public reletions efforts of t itical
partlea in the legislature through the atate funded caucua staffs.
Table 3.5 presents the Public Informer era 1 justifi-
cation for the tax supported public relations ac1 a of
caucus staffa.
Table 3.
PTOs 1 Justification for Tax Support of Census
fcaff Public Relations Activities*
r of tieas
Benefit to leglslat.
Informing the public of si
legislative governaent
Hal partisan reality of the
legislative process
The oophistlention of the
legislative process





Ons Infsraallaii offleer assaanted in giving his response that:
As far as (juisn— lit is concerned in our system, there is
just as snob thing ss asking toe aush inforaation available st
all. As long ss it is information that has meaning and will help
the asm oa neinetreot in f-sraulatinr opinions and ideas on what
be wants state governaent to do and on loglslation he would lias
to see enacted, X think test It is then s valuable function.
Another Public Information Officer stated toast I
I feel that, bssisaliy, la a democracy, te nans it work, you
havo to got m aueh inforaation out, correct inforaation, as often
ss vou esa .... That Is the biggest thing, to get acre sad more
people involved ir. the democratic proc<
A third infonsatlon officer claiaed that the level of sophis-
tication of legislative activity demanded specialised staff assistance
for legislators, including their media dealings* Hi also stated that
ths public relations activity gave the legislators a tool by which
they could agrasslvoly confront the executive branch of state govem-
asot with alternatives to current policy.
The fourth Public Inforaation Officer said that the justifi-
cation for the tax supported inforaation activities rested upon the
benefit provided to the individual legislator. As he saw it, the
public relations activities aads for a better legislative process
since the legislator, by commaicati*:-' what he was doing and why hs
ass doing it, encouraged informed participation by the public in the
legislative process.
lbs Partisenahlp ttasstion
Jamas L. acCay, in his Pins laant. Publicity, wrote th.tt
Oseasnssnt publicity only provide;; ens aspect of the citiaen's
It mattes no effort to give complete analyses of social





* I HI I
statements of avents. In doing this, it conforms to the contem-
porary practice of representative government.
5
McCemy'o insight touches the heart of the partisan nature of
-risccnsin's legislative public relatione activity. The distinguishing
characteristic of that activity is its partisan nature. The different
caucus staff• concentrate on preset 1 ng the partisan positions of
their legislator employers. Caucus staff personnel, including each
staff's Public Information Offleer, are hired for their political
affiliation as .veil as their ccmrainieation abilities and skills. They
are expected to remain politically loyal to their caucus. Their
partisan public relations efforts may compete, as MoCSmy put it, "with
other one-sided statements of events, ' possibly of the sane event,
baring been disseminated by an opposing caucus.
The Public Information Officers interviewed for this study
considered the partisan nature of their public relations activity to
be a strong point in its favor. The partisan nature, to their minds,
allows a more dynamic , more realistic communication function which
thereby fosters a more dynamic political proooeo.
Table 3.6 lists the information officers oummeiSi regarding
the advantages of partisan originated legislative public relations
function* Table 3.7 lists their comments as to the disadvantages of
a non-partisan legislative public relations function.
The Information officers attribute both strength and merit
to the partisan setup of Wisconsin's public relations activity in
the legislature. One information officer stated, that because of
the partisan arrangement t
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Sable 3.6
PlOa* Opinion as to the Advantages of a
Partisan Public Halations Function*
!,_».+._• Kusber of tla»aAdvatflU«ec Mentioned
AiiovB aggressive reporting
by caucus at- 1
Follows partisan nature of logpat
the legislature itself 2
Allows legislators to be sore
confidant in presenting their views
Allows interest of participants
to be a Motivational factor
-
The information officers ware allowed
than one response.
Table *»7
PXOs* Opinion aa to the Disadvantages of a




wack of zeal on part of
laftnMttlon pti "L~"*~' 1
Lack of freedoai for legislator




We are la a better position to argue or explain the merits
of a place of legislation from the point of view of our legislator.
Another information officer argued that the partisanship
nature balances Itself ait through equality.
Bren though the jobs are partisan, as long as each party in
each house has its information officer, it balances out the
partisanship factor. . . . Overall we get a pretty good outpouring
of information which gives the public both sides.
of the partisan arrangement of the staffs, the loyal.
of the Public lnfozmsxion Officer is "extremely important" in the
performance of hie job according to these Public Information Officers.
As one information officer put it, "if they /She legislators/ distrust
you, you're dead." The trust reletlenshtp between the caucus informa-
tion officer and the legislators he serves is all important* Apparently,
the empathy of the Public Informstl-n officer and his employers allows
the information officer to work more diligently for the legislator
performing numerous communication activities in bis behalf.
EFFECTS 07 THE PUBLIC RELATIONS ACTIV IT I
Perhaps the meet significant aspect of the recently established
caucus staffs public relations programs is the impact of those activi-
ties upon the process by which legislative news is disseminated to the
people of Wisconsin. This legislative news dissemination process is
encoepessed by the state's public information ayatem. That system can
be defined as the information system made up of various elements by
which a person learns of the activity of his state government. Some
elements of that system might be the state* s own governmental cosnunl*











the private!;,- nmd msdle within the state; and, the communication
personnel and ea .lection capabilities of special interest groups
which often ocaaant in some manner on state governmental activity.
To sa extent, the elements that constitute the state's public infor-
mation system control what the citizen knows of his government's
actions and workings.
Wisconsin's four legislative Public Information Officers
considered themselves to be making a positive contribution to the
state's "public information system" as defined above (see also Table
3.8). The information officers felt that they sere able to dis-
seminate information on legislative activity to the public which
otherwise night mat he disseminated. The information officers further
claimed that through their attempts to "localite** news, or place it
where it would be of greatest interest to the public, that they were
supplementing the activities of the various madia throughout the
state. One information officer put it this wayt
I think we add to the number of sources /of information/.
And, I always think that the more sources of Information that
yon have, the more reliable the fine! picture will be.
A secor^d information officer contented in this manneri
We provide a service because all of what we do is not merely
opinion, opinion of a legislator or our caucus. Titers is straight
hard fact we try to tell the people and explain in simple terms,
as well as possible, what we are attempting to do; how government
operates, for example, what the procedures and vehicle is through
a budget has to go before it is finally enacted into law.
We try to, in the course of our stories, explain how government
operates and what the procedures are.







lings we put out are informational columns,
by the weekly newspapers. People who get the
weekly newspapers read them pretty much cover to cover* A lot
of people use that ^eekly newspaper^ as their basic source of
information. Frequently our legislators put mrt information
columns on different aspects of state government, where to go
and things of that nature* Those are strictly informational
and non-partisan almost all the tine,
3 i formation officers emphasised their feelings that they
do perform a service for the people of Wisconsin by making information
on stats legislative activity available.
Table 3.8
PlOai Opinions as to Wbsthsr Their Activities








Ths stats's public information system
was defined as being t-hst system by which a
c. Isams of the activities of hla state
government
.
However, the Public Information Officers do not sc*j themselves
B3 "gatekeepers'1 in the flow of legislative news in Wisconsin. The
information officers acknowledged t! an influence the manner







ssociiHnlIy -tfiey see thMStlvos as diseoKinatirig on individual
legislator's ideas. In fact, the Public Information Officers attribute
the gafcetoeeper 1' role to the media representatives who ultimately
decide to use or not to use press releases or :a.1io tcpes supplied to
then. Furthernore, the information officers do not envision themselves
as f\sanelo w through which all legislative news flows. An-;, accordingly,
they do not consider themselves to be buffers or barriers between the
media sod the legislators. As ono infonaation officer i>oid, "I*n not
s press secretary for X nueiber of legislators." The accessibility of
legislators and the dependency of legislators upon the media for
publicity and the dissemination of tt.eir Ideas, precludes, to a great
extent, s structured noes floe through an information officer*
nsuglsss Cater wrote in his The Fourth Branch Of Qoverawnt
thatt
The American legisL -uely among Wa parliamentarians
sf the world, is sensitively alert to the business of systsnatlc
press relatione.-
One of the facte of life of the legislator-press relationship
in Wisconsin* s Legislature Is the almost deily interaction of media
reporters and legislators. Host reporters view the o«uc us st?\ff
Public Information Officers (see Chapter S) as an extra step in th.
uswegathering efforts. 80, Capitol ?ress Corps reporters have little
to do with the legislative information officers. Moreover, many
legislators prefer to deal personally with reporters and that proferf
.pled with their own accessibility limits the scope of the Information
officer's position to that of a technician. Some legislators simply
•ohN
a*




utilise the Public Information Officer 1 5 proficiency in preparing item
for the jeedift end rely on themselves to deal directly with the Capitol
Prese Corps and other reporters*
Table 3.9 portrays the opinions of the Public Information
Officers as to their effeet upon the flew ef legislative nevs to the
public • All four information officers believed that their efforts had
significantly increased the amount of news about state legislative
activity reaching the public thro agn the various media. One infers**
iiSJB ntf WJ V ....':
We complement, we are an adjunct to tho press, and they are
primarily responsible for the flow of information, particularly
those who cover the cupitol, and wo enhance that coverage.
ond information officer expressed his point in these
we have provided substantially raore news and information,
not only to the weekly and daily papers, but also to radio stations.
I think, in fact, we have, to a great extent, been responsible for
getting information to the public not only by those sources but
also by providing information directly to them.
I think one arua wo have perhaps forgotten, we've gotten into
a situation whore .acy Iegl*iLator» now have a regular means of
reporting to their constituents, whether it be through the press
with a mews column or via newsletters, we many times provide
the information or, in fact, write those newsletters, tbosa news
columns. So that there is, in fast, a steady flow of news back
to a district, either dirtotiy back or through the press ....
we're increased this area of activity by the legislator substan-
tially. Je've gotten thorn into the position whore they are now
making regular sad often in depth reports of legislative activity
instead of the spontaneous news release.
The four Public Information Officers considered themselves to
be effective charujala for the legislator desiring to communicate
information to the public through the media (see Table 3.1r). According
to one information officer
t





FlOa' Opinions as to Their 3ff«ct
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Total
Table 3.10
FIOo 1 Opinion aa to dhathor tho PXO is an










Pri; *rily, because we have the ejqperiance and toe expertise
in the fluid of .journalise and we have an acquaintanceship with
the needs of the press, we're in tne position to supplement the
activity of a legislator in an area that he has probably not bad
ye an occasion to develop expertise.
Anotner infemation officer who considered himself to be an
effective ehannel for a legislator she desired to cesssiniaate with
constituents via the media explained •is belief in this statement
i
I think so, /that the Public Information Officer is an
effective channel mainly because we know the press. I think
one thing I've found out is how much very bad Information there
is in legislators* minds about the press; who the press are.
They might know a few reporters but they don't know who the rest
are. And, they don't understand deadlines, good news days, bad
news days, hew to stage a press conference effectively, or how
to insure that information gets out in the proper form.
The Information officer's effectiveness seems to hinge upon
his knowledge of dealing with the media and also upon his ability to
put that knowledge to work for his legislator employers. Wisconsin's
legislative bureaucracy admits In its practice that communication
specialists are valuable in their own right, at least as the legis-
lators who authorise their employment see i* .
The PIQs and the Press
An important aspect of the Public Information Officer's
is his psroeived relationship with the press. Statement* made by
the information officers and cited earlier in this study pointed out
tnat th« information officers did not see themselves as competitors
with tbe press but merely as parsons "enapl ementing* or "supplementing"
the press In its work of reporting legislative news. Table 3.11 shows











in covering state legislative activity. The inforration officers felt
that the press was responsible for letting the people know, in a non-
partisan way, what was going on in the state legislature. Legislative
activity, according to one of the information officers, "articulated"
the details of public policy formulation, and, the press serves to
that formulation process visible to the people.
Table 3.11
PXOs* Opinion as to the Function an the Press







However, the information officers were not hesitant to single
out areaa of deficiency, as they saw them, in the press's coverage
of the state legislature. Table .ists three specific areas of
deficiency on the port of the press in its coverage of the legislature
as seen by the four legislative Public Information Officers.
Two information officers remarked on the press's inability to
"cover it all" in reference to the complex and widely ranging business
of the state legislature. The volume of potential "news" emanating
from within the legislature simply overwhelms the limited resources,
Q






detail of legislative government to be neglected by the
press. Wisconsin's legislative information officers see themselves
so trying to provide that too often cut "detfiil" to the local public
their press releases and radio tapes.
Table 3.12
PXOs' Opinion of Press Deficiencies in Its
Coverage of the State Legislature*
Wnmber of times
a perficiality of coverage 2
Insecure/- 1
Objectivity 1
The Information officer who cited the objectivity of tho
press as a deficiency stated that the deficiency lay In that tho
"press was Halted In expressing political views on Icnnos." For
him, the objectivity of the press, its neutral reporting position,
sterilised the db-namies of the partisan legislative process in its
news coverage.
Wlsconsi- »s caucus staff Public Information Officers were
aware of problems confronting the media reporter trying to cover 1
activity of the state legislature. Table 3.13 enumerates some of





PIGs' Opinion of Problaaa Confronting
State Legislative Reporters*
e^Ki*— *ssber of times
-
mentioned
Volume end complexity of
activity to be covered 3
Lack of tlae 3
Lack of adequate media personnel 1
Boredom 1
Bias of paper 1
*ll - a. Xbe information offisere were allowed
to sake sore than one response to the question.
One inforaatlon officer (see Table 3.13) specified that the
bias of a reporter's paper (or any reporter's media organisation) was
a problem confronting a reporter in his coverage of the state legis-
lature. By that he meant that a media organization by emphasising
special areas of interest in legislation or legislative activity
pushed its reporters to that area to the neglect of other areas of
importanoe within the legislative sphere. Moreover, boredom, as a
problem confronting legislative reporters, was mentioned as such by
another information officer. He stated that the continual struggle
of a legislative reporter with similar problems from day to day and
from one legislative session to another created a boredom which a




ntable 3.11* gives the Public Information Offtears' rating of
:overa§e fiveii the Wisconsin Legislature. Hone of the
information officers rated the covers** In a derogatory Manner. One
information officer stated that the press coverage could be better)
bmt, the nonets st turnover of legislative reporters verted to the
stri—nt, of toe overall quality of legislative reportinf..* The same
information officer stated that the present group of legislative
was better than those of the past*
Table 3.11
PIOs' Rating of the Press Coverage




The TTTOc' 71ev of Themselves
?1 o caucus staff Puolic Information Officers felt that the
public relations activities of the caucus staffs vera pretty veil
developed. They saw the activity ss undergoing refinement. T
r Infornation officers believed they had readied & plateau in
terns of actual development of the public relations function within
their respective staffs. Nov they facs, ae they put it, a problem
of doin£ what thogr do wore effectively. A concern is shared by the








television. BeiiAjs, they also share an interest in turning out more
in-depth press releasee and longer radio tapes.
One information officer stated test lie wee attempting to do
away wit] e eapbasis given to publicising bill introductions which
normally flood the press release filea at the opening of a new
legislative session. The ease information officer added that he
wanted to focus on aore "factual" places and de-emphasise the "rhetoric"
pieces coming from legislators of his caucus.
The information officers singled oat areas of future concern
for themselves during the comae of the interviews. They mentioned
the continual problem of making meaning out of complexity; coping with
an ever increasing "information explosion"; and, the problems involved
with attempting to better utilise the electronic media in their
activities. The "information explosion" accounts for their biggest
problems. Wisconsin's legislative information officers are finding
it more and more difficult to distill complex issues and make them
understandable to the general public via the media. The avalanche of
available data on various issues sweeps one's attempt to keep up with
everything on the issue.
Over the long run, the Public Information Officers hope to
effect a change in the public's "generally held image" of the state
legislature. All four of the information officers described that
currently held Image as "bad" but, they do not feel that their efforts
to date bars done anything to alter that generally held image. They
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The first atspe in bringing about ouch a change have already taken
placa. Legislators hava made thasaalTaa aore visible through their
caueua aw-ff-supported co* uaicatioa endeavors.
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State Officials" (unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, Univer-
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(Princeton, Mew Jersey i Princeton University Press, 195i), p. 76.
Hm The ttjsoonoin Blue Book 1970, p. 5bf, for a list of the
neve media representatives covering the 1969 legislative session.
This author used this list initially in selecting the "regulars** of
the Capitol Press Corps as potential interviewees for this study and
then updated the list through interviews with the newsmen themselves.
Alan Rosenthal, "Professional Staff and Legislative
Strength t The Case of Wisconsin" (manuscript prepared for "The
Polities and Consequences of Legislative Change, edited by James
Beblson), September, pp. 16-17.
ScCamy, Quvaiimmnt Publicity (Chicago! University
of Onloads Press, 19>9), pTTT.
"Douglass Cater, The Fourth Branch of government (Boston
i
Houghton Kiffli .<), p. L>3.
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See Dunn* 8, "Interaction Betvuen The Press And Wisconsin
State Officials," for s description of letrislator-reporter interaction
in their daily work. This author observed both formal and informal
of lecrialetors end media reporters. On occasion, legislators
with reporters data upon which they were basing their arguments
in fleer debate. Legislators and reporters could be observed talking
informally throughout the day as legislative work progressed. These
oomversstions occurred in many different locations in and abort the
Capitol. Reporters and legislators often frequented the same res-
taurants for the neon meal while the legislature was in session and
this permitted both reporters and legislators who were so inclined to
iTflhomam the latest legislative "intelligence" which supports the
newsgsthering process at the Capitol.
8The Columbia Journalism Review , winter, 196?-1?70, Vol. TO3,
No. I, 2, listed stale legislatures as one of the ten "institution^"
stories Isast covered by American journalism. The Review urged
jsmnwlists to move beyorid more spot raws reporting io, "among other
things, reporting on human institutions." The media appear lacking
in their ability and desire to cover state legislatures.
o
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W1SC0KSH LEGISLATORS VIEW THEIR LEGISLATIVE
PUBLIC RELATIONS FUWCTIOR
Wisconsin's four legislative caucus staffs wars initially
to sssass the value of "personalised1* staff support for state
iters. Prior to i:*>i>, Wisconsin legislators could obtain non-
staff support from several non-partisan legislative service
ties. Among the agencies providing such support were the Legis-
lative Reference Bureau and the Legislative Council. The provision
iff staff support in the form of one research analyst per caucus in
19oi> heralded a new emphasis by the legislature in its staffing
pattern. That emphasis focused on increasing the assistance furnished
to state legislators by providing th*ei with a personal staff of sons
sort. The national drive for legislative modernization had as one of
its targets, and still has as a target, L*nproving the lot of the
individual state legislators. Mot so long ago in Wisconsin, legis-
lators were expected to conduct all their business from their desks
in their respective chambers. They were not given office space,
legislators bad access to clerical help in the form of a "typing
pool" in which a legislator shared the time of one or two secretaries
with four or more other legislators. Legislators often found them**
forced into providing their own clerical help at their own





without. Isoswss legislators had to concern t* emselves with many
rout las clerical chores ti jy bad to divert their tins from wore
Important aspects of their legislative duties such as research and
evaluation of pending legislation.
Those conditions have slowly been alleviated. Legislators
given office space in the Capitol when other Administration
oved into new quarters. Mors secretarial help was furnished.
At most, two legislators now share one secretary who answers phones,
appointment calendars, types, and performs other clerical type
tfsjft
The establishment of the caucus staffs took the effort to
the lot of the legislator one step further. The caucus staffs
partisan assist—• to legislators in researcr , bill analysis,
add public relations, mince the separate caucuses controlled the
hiring of their staff personnel they emphasised hiring Individuals
for their political leanings as well as for their requisite skills.
The most reoent thrust in the legislative staff assistance area has
been into u -? area of individual staff for legislators. Some legis-
lators now have individual full-time administrative assistants who
work totally for them as directed. That trend is likely to increase
in the future.
This omepter win present the attitudes sad opinions of
several legislative leaders concerning the legislative public relations
function being carried on by their caucus staff Public Information
Officers. A total of seven legislators were actually interviewed.
vtom m
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uSight legislators wars initially designated by the author ae respondents
for t-e study. The sight legislators were the majority and minor:
leaders in both the Senate and Assembly, a total of four; and, the four
caucus chairmen. However, the Minority leader in the Assembly could
not make hlasolf available for an interview due to a heavy workload
which arose daring the interviewing phase of this research. The
attitudes and opinions of thoss legislative leaders say aid in the
construction of a generalised "legislator's n conception of tha need
for such a public relations fauction; the "legislator's" justification
for such a function) sad, from the "Legislator's" point of view, the
lapset of that function upon the traditional flow of legislative news
to the public.
Wisconsin's legislators are the generating force in the
interaction of theaselvee, their Public Information Officers, and
aed±a reportere brought about by the caucus staffs' public relations
activities. Therefore, the "legislator's" activations and his reasons
for emphasising coasunication in his job are important factors in th*
explanation of why the legislative public relatione function has
sasrgart la 'Wisconsin's legislature.
THE PUBLIC RELATIONS NECESSITY
Most legislators, by virtue of their elective representative
positions, ttsne— aware of the importance of somaualoation in the
performance of tholr legislative tasks. Classically, a popularly








political dialogue with the constitueats. Tha constituent* Niks known
their "public opinion" and tho elected representatives act upon the
of "public opinion. - . 0. Key described the communication
inherent V> popular government in his Public Opinion An<*
't
The conception of popular government as interaction between
public opinion and government eaumei a two-way flov of con-
maniemtion between the eitisen and government.*
To win elective office, a legislator must communicate his
ideas and beliefs on political issues so as to persuade the public to
sumpuil him in his drive to trin his election. A legislator's role
farther entails that he explain his legislative actions to constituents
who elected him so as to maintain or win over their support for his
actions. ;Uj.iam Kobson pointed out that requirement in his The
Governors and the Governed. Robeon argued that government cannot
long operate susesesfuLly if its activities are veiled in ignorance,
misunderstanding and mystery. Ito wrote that!
Public authorities must come Into the market place and tell
the people simply and clearly what they are trying to do and
why.2
RobeoT 'a argument can be translated tn include legislators
among the catago-y of "public authorities." Legislators face the
team) responsibility as other public authorities of explaining their
actions. Wisconsin's legislators, through their supporting caucus
staffs, have equipped themselves to better enter Robson's "marl-
place" and explain to the people their actions artf goals. Moreover,
am the American Institute For Political Communication noted in its
Iv ac*ftJteEl
Itt *ajr£«q at«MM .*»**fl»
-
of The Federal Qovera*em,-Daily Pre— Relationships Mtlie
selective generation of political information is among the tools by
which those in powwr seek to influence mess opinion. Wisconsin's
legislators ijr* not unavare of the pc*er that communication can exert
in the governing process.
Too coal of Wisconsin' a legislative public rolations function
Is a bringing together of legislator and constituents to iaform too
constituent* and, hopofuux. , ~*ereby onhanco the re-election chances
of too incumbent legislator. Stanley Kellcy, Jr., wrote in Profos-*
aiccuq >iox-C :- -jqations Anu ?-qjl^uc-~ "fowcs; co.>.^'i.^ U,u grs*djQg
role of the pobltc rolations practitioner in politic* # especially in
It ie inu? the funrkmont ), relationship between politician
and electorate , between those who seek power anrf those who
bestow authority, that the public re~ - man inserts himselff
seeking to guide the action of the politician toward the people
sou the people toward the politician.u
Koliey described the political public relations man in tei
of performing en accommodation function. That eocofvodatioa function
is the goal of public relatione efforts generally. The public
relations man operating in the political realm moves to bring
together the man seeking elective office, or seeking to retain
elective office, and the potential electors.
The legislative leaders interviewed for this study enumer-
ated several factors which they thought influenced the caucus staffs
move into the public relations/coranunication area. One such factor
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to do a better joe of ci— 1< sting with constituents. Some legisla-
tors, Snessxt1i» to tbs legislative leaders, demanded assistance in
tho area of public relations. Another factor directly related to the
legislators ' demand for help in this area use the recognition on their
pert that they vers too pressed for time by heavy workloads to do much
for themselves in public relations, and, most of thea were inept and
in such matters • Aseistanoe in tho public relation*
would involve icesione experienced in coeaunloation via lbs news
i. The legislative leaders indicated that another factor was the
and belief of individual legislators that such eommunioation
activities mi^ht aid then in future attempts to secure re-election.
as one legislative leader responded, "pelitlow is the art of cowuuni-
cation and iwraoasl. . t sod toviay the easiest • . Booaw dcats with
large numbers of people is via the Mass media. another legislative
leader explained the movement of his party* s caucus staff into the
publlr relations area in t: i j
Political survival reasons dictated that we give a hand to
the legislator in his home district. This ^Jhs communication
activities^ made for greater utility on the part of the caucus
staff than if they were working on legislation alone.
Table .
. ,iats the opinions of the legislative leaders as
to the function which the caucus staff Public Information Officer is
supposed to perform for the individual caucus member. Basically, the
respondents thought U»st the Public Infonaation Officer was supposed
to play an active role in assisting legislators with any and all
coanronlcation activities which the legislator sought assistance on.





mlegislators corjstitueney, or so the legislative Isadora thoughts One
goal of toe comrmnlcation activity was to enhance the re-election
Ohsnoofl of too incumbent legislator.
Table h,l
Legislators' Opinions as to tbo Function which the PIO
Is ^opposed to Perform for the XndiTidnal Legislator*
-»-- Immber mentioning
Assist legislator in communicating
cc PtltttSOt*
issist legislator's political survival
through coraaunication efforts 3
Vet all legislators vers asked this question.
Legislators sere allowed to stake more than one response.
The legislator's oossnailrntioa with constituents, as one
legislative leader stated, is his "political blood, " Such eommuai-
cation is iiiport-iit because any creation of public support resulting
from cueei i ligation with constituor.ts can be instrumental in furthering
the legislator's politicd survival. All the interviewed
for this study considered communication with constituents via the
ass nedia to be important. Odd legislator coeneoted thats
It is extremely important , ... It makes him a better
logiL. It makes for a better ini'ormed electorate. And,
the combination of those two makee the whole system work better.
The legislative leaders held that not only was co»mnic'i*,ion
with constituents important, but also that toe Public Information
:r. ....
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Officer, by performing these oussmiul ration activities in the legis-
lator's behalf, assisted the legislators in the performance of their
jobs. The Public Information Officer serves the individual legislator
e> saving his time which the legislator can then use in areas other
then preparing oe— mil K lea for his conetitusnta. Furthermore, tlio
information officer can assist legislators in azpl&inlrg; their positions
on specific legislation to the public through the public relations
activities. Consequently, that explanation function may have bearing
on the l&glslator's wlnnin_ sing public support* The legislative
leaders generally believed that if the Public Information Officer
performed hie teaks creditably that those tasks might possibly evoke
a "feedback" fron a legislator's constituents. The leaders thought
that other legislators had a high regard for such "feedback" or
constituent response in tanking up their Binds on iasues. One of the
legislative leaders argued that the Public Information Officer, if
Maralli^ ej MYtw c?--r 'j.'J_-'-yf forced Legdalasni fce pejfMsi MM
Jibly. He eaidt
If the ?ublic Information Officer were functioning in an
optimum fashion .... I think it forces a legislator to act
in a more responsible fashion. Ten can't be a low profile
legislator .... I think that is one thing a Public Information
Offic- i, and that is to give a legislator exposure. Ha
can give us his voice on tape or an interview on television
-sionally. The pM ien has a better chance to appraise,
to asaeee his efforts in their beua^
Listed in Table 1**2 axe the opinions of the legislative
leaders regarding *&y they believe that x*v* Public Infant- fiicer
end his public relations activities are necessary. Douglass Cater





lb* Hmiihnr of Congress is uniquely creator and creature of
public it/. It is the nature uf bis job to be concerned with
that, amorphous substance known a* public opinion, and with the
processes by which the public attention is attracted and public
opinion shaped*^
Cater 'a statement adds amsthar dinension to the explanations of the
legislative leaders as to Mm need for the information officers.
Table U.2
Legislators' Opinions as to why the Public Relations
activities of the Public Information Officer




To enhance a legislator's
re-election chances 3
The complexity of the
legislators job 2
Legislator ineptness in
dealing with mass media 1
4}legislators were allowed to make more than
The legislative leaders emphasized the need and the right of
the Individual to knowledge of their elected government leaders and
to knowledge of govenswnt activity cenersllT. They also made
reference to lbs communication fun entwining the leaders and the
led In representative government. In addition, the legislative leaders
acknowledged that a legislator could benefit from tho informati
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mBd I don for future election efforta. On* legislator
that the activities *»ere necessary*
To inform the constituents of what their legislator is doing*
That is the right of the constituent to begin with. Without
cnewml ration, they will hare no knowledge and consider that
nothing is happening, that the legislator is sitting or. his duff
in Madison doing nothing* •• that is one reason, just getting
information out tc educate constituents* Secondly, to thereby,
hopefully, better sail the legislator with his constituents,
those who voted for htm or even against lis, in the hope that he
night therefore be re-elected.
Table U.3 presents the legislative leaders' opinions as to
the need for press relations assistance for state legislators. Those
legislators who specified that sons sort of assistance along those
lines was necessary argued from the point that communication with
constituents was required by taeir office. Moreover, as one legis-
lator said, "the story has to be told in the way ws see the story,"
Is felt that the various ssdia did not protray his position as they
should so he had an obligation to do so. Another Isjiafllor responded
that such assistance was necessary because I
lou're got farmers who cons here /Co the legislature?, and
butchers, bakers, and lawyers. Most of them don't know how to
write press releases.
A third legislator answered that there was such s need and
una ne-.-d Ml
To 1st my people know, as a representative of a particular
district, of what I'm doing here, how I'm doing it, and why. In
the case of a legislative leader like myself the need is to lot
the people of Wisconsin know the same.
The sole legislator who responded negatively to the question
qualified his statement by remarking that there was a need for
assistance in other areas such as the research and analysis area.
«?*?• rv v- .>\? fiMMMfMt
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He slaply felt that press relation* by itself was too saall an area
of activity to rate fuii-tine staff attention.
Of*
Table k.3
Legislators* Opinions as to Whether There is a Need for
Press Relations Assistance for State Legislators





The tvo legislative leaders indicating that it
"depends* contended that such assistance is a "distinct
assist" but since legislators previously got along with-
out that assistance they could do the sane in the future.
Most of the legislative leaders, five of the seven interviewed,
stated tn.-t they felt a definite need fo: the position of Public
Inferaatlon Officer within the cai.cus staffs and they also felt the
need of his public relations servicer. The remaining two legislators
stated that there was not an absolute need for the infomatlon officers
but having them was a distinct advantage. One coranen^ad that it all
realiy depended upon the kind of service tnat the constituents desired
fro* their legislators. He felt that the Puolic Infon.atlon Officer
ade for a better public accounting of a legislator's legislative





mThe legislative Isadora agreed with their Public Information
Officers that the public relations efforts of the caucus staffs are
priaerily aimed at the looal constituencies of the Individual legis-
lator. However, a few legislative leaders responded that that was
not necessarily true for legislators in leadership positions* is one
leader pot its
For the legislator who is in a leadership capacity, such as
ayself , vour targets are not only your constituents but perhaps
also year songlein leiml district area, or statewide , especially
if your statement reflects the position taken by the group you
represent.
A few legislative leaders described the targets of the public
relations efforts of the infomation officers in tens* of specific
media outlets serving their constituencies. In those instances, the
target depended upon the types of media outlets serving the constituent
district. For example, some legislative leaders described the cities
of Mfcdlson and Milwaukee as good targets for radio oriented public
relatione activities but poor targets as far as press oriented material
went. They felt that way becat.se both cities are served by their own
morning and evening newspapers which have full-time legislative
reporters covering legislative activity. They had found that the
papers of the two cities were not receptive to press releases.
Besides, the two cities by themselves generate much hard news and
there is, evidently, aggressive competition among many public relations
sad publicity efforts for the limited space given such material by the
papers' editors. Rural areas, on the other hand, were considered by
tftftl «tt Jft fe-«*
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the legislators, as wall as taQr their Public Info-iaat ion Officers, to
bs vary rssaptive to the caucus staff-origin&ted public relations
material. One legislator indicated that his caucus also had as a
target those constituencies which it did not carry in the p&at
election but felt tbo party should have. In that case, the caucus
leadership directed that the Public Information Officer saturate
these areas vith their party position on all legislation to get their
point across and perhaps regain enough public support to win those
districts in the next election.
legislators Benefitting ti* Kost
Table 1*1 portrays the opinions of the legislative leaders
participating in this study as to which legislator, or type of legis-
lator, derived the most benefit from the Public Information Officers'
public relations efforts. An ambitious legislator, as referred to by
the respondents, was an agressive, publicity conscious legislator.
The legislative leaders considered ma rural legislators all those
legislators from districts not serviced by their own legislative
reporters. The leaders also felt that a non-activist legislator
derived benefit from the caucus staffs' public relations activities.
By a non-activist legislator, they referred to a legislator who was
well able to perform his own communication efforts through the
A few legislative leaders quickly nade clear that they
personally did not rely upon the Public Information Officers for
:a in cotsrounicction via the media. This was so for several
I$©1
:
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. Ab they pareeived it, their leaderehip positions mads the
nedla dependent upon then, to a groat extent, as spokesmen tor out
party or the other. In certain instances, tha legislative leaders
came fron Metropolitan arses served by full-tine legislative reporters
sad eld not feel any necessity to put out press releases in great
quantities. A final reason for sons was that they had administrative
assistants she wrote releases or Made radio tapes for then.
Table L.
Legislators 1 Opinions as to the Legislator
Benefitting tee Meet fron the Caucus
Staffs' Public Relations Ef torts*






*H - 7. The logislators were allowed
to oaks nc-rc one response.
TRoral referred to, es indicated by tho
legislators < responses, those areas not o
viced by their own Capitol Press Corps
JUSriZXDC TAX JUPPOEISD PUBLIC B2UXX083
The legislative leaders justified the tax supported public





in Table (.; • Thay emphasised the citiaen education function
of democracy to insure an "informed elactorate." One
legislator aUitedi
I see this ^Ehe caucus staff public rolationa activity
mainly as a moans of educating the public about this layer of
government which lies between federal ar.d local government,
educating then of the existence and activities that occur in
state
Another legislator remarked that in a demurracy making the
people better infonoed was a useful public service. A third legislator
related that helping to stimulate citiaen interest in government
through the provision of information about government was a good
governmental policy, A fourth legislator saidt
The justification is that people ought tc know. And this
/Che public relation activities/ la a way they get to know*
Whether or not the people want to know, that is their decision.
But, they have a right to know.
Table lu!
legislators ' Justification for Tax Support of
Caucus Staff Public Halations Activities11
Justification Number of times
ejet Lammi
Informing the pebllc of
legislative government h
The partisan reality of the
legislative process 1










The legislative leaders appeared convinced as to the validity
of the maaiiliiiitilun function being performed in the lagialatora 1
bahalf by the Public Information Officers and tho caucus staffs i
', they seamed satisfied that there was no irregularity in
financing tha partisan oriented information activities
the Partisanship Question
Information is power for those in government. Information
policy Decease a tool for furthering political goals and administrative
policy* The struggle over information as a power tool la a character-
istic of the adversary relationship of too government and the press.
That struggle over information policy as a power tool is also a
characteristic of the battle waged for balance of power between tho
aaoecntive and legislative branches of government. In the Wisconsin
Legislature, it appears that the provision of partisan staff support
has enabled inforaation to become a power tool for legislators* This
is eoponlally true since information is being disseminated along
partisan lines.' Controversy has ariaon over the question of public
support financing partisan staffing support in the Wisconsin Legis-
lature (see Chapter 3). However, the legislative leaders interviewed
for this study saw advantages in a partisan information dissemination
process} they aimultaneously aaw ittomrtroutages in a non-partisan
information rtlssaml nation arrangement.
Table U.6 gives the legislators 1 opinions as to the advantages
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are shewn in Tabic U.7* The legislators,
like their information officers, considered the partisan arrangement
of the legislative paKHr relations efforts to be better than a non-
partisan arranges**** The aost often mentioned reason for this was
that legislators could feel more confident in expressing their views
through a partisan setup since the staff help would be sympathetic
to the legislator's political position. The legislative leaders
believed a non-partisan public relatione activity would do away with
soas of the partisan reality of the legislative process. Moreover,
they felt that a legislator night be hesitant in working with a non-
partisan agency since he could not assure himself of the trust*
worthiness of those employed there* If the infonaation officer is
allied along partisan linos with the legislators he serves, according
to the respondents, it should evoke o franker exchange between the
of the partisan organisation and partisan role of
the caucus staffs the legislative leaders specified that the Public
Inforaetion Officer' a loyalty was quite important in the performance
of his duties for omsous members. Loyalty was Insured through hiring
practicee. As one legislator stated in regard to the importance of
the information officer's loyalty, "to do a good job he has to think
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Table U.6
Legislators' Opinicns as to the Advantages of a
Partloan Public Halations Fuactiori*
Advantages **•* * ti*98
Allovs sggreesiv* reporting
by caucus staff 1
Follows partisan nature of
the legislature Itself 1
Allows legislators to be nore
confident In presenting their views 3
AllevjB interest of participants
to bo a Motivational factor 1
Forces media to be vary of biased
reporting on its part 1
*W - 7. Legislators were allowed to
ore than ono response
Table U.7
Legislators* Opinions as to the Disadvantages of
a Kon-partisan Public Halations Function*
Disadvantages ^^tod*8
Questionable loyally
Lack of seal en part of
infomation personnel
Lack of frsedom for legislator
in expressing his
Inf©ma+ion dlssenination 'twflld




All the legisletive loaders Interviewed believed that the
information offlcsra, lay their efforts, had increased ths flow of
legislative news to the people through tlie media (mo Table U.8).
One legislator commented that, based on personal observation, that
an lnoreaae had been brought about.
I've noticed a substantial increase of results of that effort
by increased news items appearing In newspapers, increased
comments, quotations and even actual tapes over radio and tele-
vision. It ^Ehe public relations material7 sust have value.
While perhaps ths news media does not usVuii of it, / cer-
tainly are using a good share of it.
The legislators also considered the caucus staff-originated
public relatione activities to be naklng a contribution to the state's
public information system (see Table U«°). That system, as defined
in Chapter 3, is the informational system by which a person learns of
the activity of his state government. One legislative leader commented
that the contribution to that system made by the Information activities
is "educating people on govenroont'1 by nr-king material available to
the people. Another related the contribution was a "balanced presen-
tation of the partisan positions."
Although the legislators conceded that tlie information officers
by their activities made a contribution of note, they did not feel
that the information officers were essential in the transmission of
information an the legislature and ita members to the public through
ths media. One legislator rejoined that while he felt the information
officer himself was not essential, the function the information officer
TUT 10
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Table is.8
Legislators' Opinions as to the Effect of the Public
iaxion Officer's Public Relatione Activities
Open the Legislative Hens Flow




BO affect upon flov
Total 7
Table M
Legislators • Opinions as to Whether the Activities
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1perforated was. Host of the respondents felt that legislators could
serfora their oun uuasmiiihietlcn tasks themselves if forced to as
they had In the past. However, the availability of the information
freed legislators to pursue activities other then writing
releases or aaaing tapes for radio stations. The two legis-
lators stating that the information officer was essential argued that
the legislator "lacked tia»" to perfom such activities*
The legislative leaders interviewed unanlnously agreed that
the Public Inforsation Officer was an effective shiaaVI for the
legislator who desired to eosjaadcars with constitnan* a vis the media
(see Table U.iO). One legislator feared that there was a danger that
the Public Information Officer could be overly effective in his
i—nliiiMin activities. As the legislator saw It, the information
afflsar, by oarrrlng out his activities to an estrone eould create a
"false Imngo" of a legislator, Baking him seen wore knowledgeable
be really was sad thereby "spoof" the public by giving them an
picture of the legislator.
Table U.10
Legislators' Opinions as to nether the PIG is an
Effective Channel fbJ a I<eglclator Desiring
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mU the Isgislative leaders Tjjuvd the situation, they believed
the* the skills of the Public Information Offfieer wore valuable to a
ibo desired to put those sldxLs to work for himself In his
mmle.
the LssdLslators ?-..: t;.i h-jj^
Dunn's study of the "Interaction Between The Press and Wisconsin
State Officials" essoined in detail how legislative leaders both viewed
i
and used the press in their Jobs ss legislators* Dunn statedt
The most salient function of the press In the view of the
public official is serving as a ssfthsnlsm of linkage between
decision asters and privets groups and individuals* The linkage
morihanl ss is a two-way communication channel which transmits
from the public official to the people and from the people to
public officials.?
found tost legislators, as well as other public officials
the function of the press to be baelsally that of "informer."10
cerved to infor* the publie end assist the offleiel in
Informing the poblie. as viewed by the officials interviewed for his
stusy. Ossn found offlciale to attribute ether funetiene is the press
but the press's role ss "informer" was the one most often mentioned by
his respondents.
Four legislative leaders included in this study stated the
press's function in covering stats legislative activity was to Inform
the people of government's actions. Table 1.11 shows the rating
given the press coverage of the Wisconsin Legislature by the legis-
lative leaders, so leglsl ator rated that press coverage in a negative
. But. the legislative leaders, much like their Public
m a* ' bmJsmb or
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Infornetion Officers, cited seas press deficiencies which they thought
noteworthy. One legislator referred to the superficiality of legis-
lative news coverage by the aedia. Re specifically aantioned that
was not enough "digging in" done by legislative reporters.
was, as he observed, a lack of "in depth 1 * reporting by the stadia
on legislative activity. The legislator attributed that lack to the
limitations of apace sad tine placed upon a reporter by his media
organisation. Three legislstors referred to the biases of specific
aedia organisations as s deficiency observable in aedia coverage of
state legislative activity.
Table lull
Legislators • Ratings of the Press Coverage
of the Wisconsin Legislature
a^Mllua Pretty good Qood Average Totel
Vuaber responding
Or- 7)
3 1 1 2 7
Table U.12 si sunn rises the probleas which the legislative
leaders thought confronted state legislative reporters in their
stteapts to cover state legislative news. The responses followed
closely those of the Public Inforaation Officers discussed in Chapter
3* However, the legislative leaders added an area not previously
mentioned as a problem confronting reporters. That ares was secrecy.
The press argues that the closed door deliberations of the four
caucuses which are not open to reporters and uninvited guests should
UiJ.
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fay with* The legislators conceded that those "closed
i" night hinder a reporter in covering state legislative
activity. But, aa will be shown in the next chapter, legislative
reporter! work around the "closed eauooses" problew by utilising their
own "intaLLlgenoeM networks and their personal no.*eg&thering tech-
niques. Beportera seen to have little trouble itlnoovering what goes
on la the closed caucuses. 9o—ens normally emerges mad and will
talk to reporters in private. let, the press continually (brides the
idea and practice of "seers* meetings" in the legislature.
Table a.12
Legialatore' Opinions of Problems Confronting
State legislative Beportera*
PMNUai MiBJ.nr of times
mentioned
7oluffle and coaplexity of
activity tc be covered 3
Lack of tins 3
Bias of paper 1
Secrecy of closed ci
and unofficial Beatings h
Turnover rate of legislative
reporters 1
*N 6. Legislators were allowed to make









All mtki legislators interviewed unanimously agreed that the
creation of the Public Information Officer position had not affected
the relationship of raportors and legislators (sea Table U.13). The
legislative leaders did net consider the Public Information Officer
to be a buffer between themselves and the press. Moreover , the
legislators interviewed did net envision the information officers as
funnels through which the legislator's news contacts and activities
were supposed to flow* As they pictured it, the Public Information
Officer was a staff assistant and not a personal spokesman for each
of them. One legislator described the information officer's post
thuslyt
I think any reporter can contact any legislator just as easy
now as he could before* 1 do not feel that the Public Information
Officer issuing releases on occasion has increased or decreased
reporter-legislator contacts. If a reporter wants to talk to the
leadership or anyone else in the legislature he can do so. lie
doesn't hcve to talk to the Public Information Officer. This
isn't like s President's Press Secretary where he gets out and
speaks for the President. Our Public Information Officers have
no rlrht to speak for us on patters of policy. If he started
doing it he would be reprimanded.
Legislators have a stake in their public expressions and
they vent to be their own spokesmen for reasons of necessity related
to the nature of their elective positions. Besides, as one legislator
offered, if there was an initial resentment of the information officers
by the reporters, reporters soon found that their newsgathering habits
had not been affected in any visible way by the Public Information
Officers. Junn described the Importance of legislator accessibility







12for repor- e. • It appears that legislator accessibility has not
been materially changed by the creation of tha Public Information
Officer positions.
Table u.13
Legislators' Opinions as to Whether the FIG
Position Kad Affacted the Relationship
m^






be concept of a "legislative imaga" vas discussed by the
legislative leaders. Like their information officers, the legislators
thought that image vas generally a bad image. A few legislators
indicated that the communication efforts of the Public Information
Officers sdgnt effect a change in that image over a period of tine*
Those legislators perceived the information officer as assisting
individual legislators in becoming "high profile 1* legislators. They
felt that that increased visibility might be changing the public's
image of legislators and hence changing the image of the legislature
in general. One legislator thought the case for changing the nature
of the legislative Image might be a lost cause because he considered
legislators in a class with "umpires, referees, and mothers-in-law,"
which are constant targets of derision.
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Table 1.11a accounts legislator utilisation of various communi-
cation dlsseail nation techniques by a total of ninety-nine legislators
from both houses of the Wisconsin Legislature (total number of legis-
lators in the legislature is one hundred and thirty-three). A one page
anonymous questionnaire distributed to all legislators during the
legislative session in September, 1971 was used to gather the data for
the table. The response rate was seventy-four percent. The table
discloses that a majority of legislators utilized press releases,
periodic personal newspaper columns, and radio tapes to disseminate
communication from themselves to the public. Those activities are
activities performed by the Public Information Officers and other
caucus staff personnel as shown in Chapter 3 of this study.
Table iepicts where the legislators turned for assistance
in carrying out their communication efforts. Tho table relates that
for press releases, radio tapes, and personal newspaper columns
legislators turned to the caucus staff (which includes the Public
Information Officer) or to some combination of helpers including the
caucus staff for assistance.
The average rtucber of media outlets to which legislators
utilizing each communication dissemination technique forwarded such
material is given in Table J .16.
The three tables (Table 1;.1L; Table tul5| and, Table )i.l6)
confirm that the capabilities of the caucus staffs in the public
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relations um are being exploited by a majority of Wisconsin
legislators. In the next chapter, the public relations function and
aetirities will be analysed fro* the perspective of the working
Capitol reporter. The reportsre proviso the final analysis in this
three-part analysis of the legislative public relations In Wisconsin*
a>
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Table I4.IU
Legislator Use of Information
Dissanination Techniques'*
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H • 99. There are one hundred and thirty-three legislators
in the Wisconsin Legislature. There are one hundred Representatives
in the Assembly and thirty-three Senators in the Senate,
II
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Oroupe or Individuals Supplying Legislators with





1 M 4PJMI Ih 3 10 30 31
Periodic personal
newspaper column 23 b * 18 16
Radio "Beepers 11
(tapes) 21 8 31 Mi
Periodic personal
radio show Id 2 1 6 6
Constituent
newsletter 23 r 3 U
TV tapes 30 2 1
Periodic personal
TV show 37 2
Pisjm MCsTtefssssss' 32 3 8
h - those stating they used the particular communication
activity in Table lull;* Hot all respondents indicated where they
turned for assistance so totals of Table u.il and Table U.15 do not
correlate exactly.
IAdvdn. Ass't « Administrative Assistant.
Sec'y • Secretary.
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Table u.lo
Average Nunber of Madia Outlets to Which Legislators
Using an Information Dissemination Tecnniqw
Forwarded Such Material



























^7. 0. Key, Jr., Public Opinion And African Democracy
(Uw Torkt Alfred A. Knopf, 1*67}, P. li-C
williaai A. Robsen, The Oovernors and the Qovemed (London i
Qeorge Allen and ttowin Ltd., lW), p. 36.
American Institute For Political Cosnunlcation, The Federal
QovormegUDally Proas Relationship (Washington, D.C.t African
Inetitute For Political Cceaawnication, 1966), p. 28.
Stanley Kelley, Jr. , Profegclonal Public Relations And
Political Power (Baltiawrsi The Johns Hopkins Press, 19^o), p. 3«
Cater, The Fourth Breash Of Qovoraasnt (Boston
Mifflin, 19*9), p. U7.
One legislative leader stated that his own administrative
iist&nt vats a fomer newsman. See articles in both The Milwaukee
Journal
, July 7, 1971 and The Capital Tiwes /HadisonZ, July B, 1^71,
p. 1, cole, l-o, for an overview of the growth of the administrative
assistant position in the Wisconsin Legislature.
7
Dr. Alan Rosenthal, in his study of "Professional Staff
and Legislative Strength; The Case of Wisconsin," (wanuscript
prepared for "The Polities and Consequences of Legislative Change,"
edited by Janes Roblson), p. «6 t found that -partisan staff, In
strengthening party leadership in caucus, inevitably increased the
sail ores of party as a reference group in the legislature. It
helped to increase cohesion within the parties and the conflict
hrtweon the parties ." Besides, the partisan staffing, according to
Rosenthal, enhanced the legislature's ability to exert influence
upon the executive brsnch of Wisconsin goverrment. The caucus staffs'
cossaudi atlon activities were a factor which aided in bringing about
that ability, on the part of the legislature, to influence the
executive branch.
A
See Delaer Delano Dunn's, "Interaction Between The Press
And Wisconsin State officials" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,






Not all legislators were asked this question.
''"Dunn, "Interaction Between The Presa And Wisconsin Stats
Officials," p. 166.
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Chapter 5
Mi
TKB CAPITOL PRESS CORPS REPORTERS VIEW THE
LEGISLATIVE PUBLIC RELATIONS FUNCTION
This chapter presents the concluding segment of a three-part
analysis of the Wisconsin Legislature's emerging public relations
function* This chapter, specifically, is en analysis of the! function
from the perspective of sixteen nevs reporters who are assigned by
their modi* to cover legislative activity (see Table 1.1 for a list
of the sjedia represented by those sixteen reporters). The reporters,
representing both print and electronic media, supply an extra*
gorerneenta. view of the public relet.ions sctlvlties of the legis-
lature's caucus staffs* Moreover, as individuals deeply involved in
the legislative news process, the reporters offer a knowledgeable
assessment of the iapact of the public relatione activities upon the
traditional flow of legislative news,
lews reporters witness events which are not usually accessible
to other persons for various reasons* Reporters supply, In most
cases, a person's daily "intelligence" of the events occurring
througho.it the world* The Capitol Press Corps reporters who cover
the daily activity of Wisconsin's Legislature witness and transmit,
via their nedia organisations to the subscribers of their organisations,
"intelligence" about the day's legislative activity. The reporter's











or "news bring uia9 quite often, into doily contact with legislators
.
the interaction of reporter And legislator is a significant part of
too reporter 1 o newsgathering taek.
Reporters and legislators interact within the overall context
of an "adversary reletionsDip*" .iiiiam Rivers described that tmmeti
ship in "Appraising Press Coverage of Politics."
Clearly, the founders considered informing the people to be
a f-notion of democracy. Bat they carefully refrained from
setting up an official information system. Instead, the inform*
Log function was turned over to the press* In effect, the
press—privately owned, beyond official control—was incorporated
into the machinery of democratic government.
Surely, some of the genius of the American idea flows from
the fast that the apparatus of information wee mede en independent
part of tns continuing government in a way that insured its
freedom from any particular eAeinist ration. Officials frca thn
first have had to adopt to the anomaly of an information system
that is of, but not in, the government. This established a
natural irtruggls between the men of the press and the men of the
offisial government.
Government depends upon communication in its attempts to
govern. But, as Rivers stated, government does not control the press.
The press's position in American democracy, on tha other hand, cells
for the press to perform s "watchdog" function for the country's
citizens and for the press to act as a "check" upon government in the
citizens' behalf. The press is expected to ferret out and expose
government activity to preclude government becoming a threat to the
freedom of the nation's people. Tet, the relationship of press and
government in America involves other ramifications in addition to
those just cited. In America, government has always been news. Leo
Rosten wrote in his classic 1
.
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"Politics is news. Politicians are news." Hens" if sal shit
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Lty which the press as a business institution a^ks to market
for its profit, *o, as tea American Institute For Political Conmun-
ication stated*
Qu fanient officials and mmmb arc mutually dependant to
an extant which Bakes it virtually iBposoible for either
function effectively over the long run without the cooperation
of the other.
^
David S. Broder wrote in an article published along with the
Hirers' article cited earlier that the relationship of a politic
or a public official and a reporter is not, nor erer can be, a neutral
relationship. He stated}
And the reason I would suggest t - it cannot /be a
neutral relationship is that the process of news dissemination,
as the politician would view it, is inextricably involved with
toe whole process and the competition for power that is at the
very mM»e»9 of the governing process.
Broder farther contended that the relationship of reporter
and official or politician was colored by their goals* He wrote
t
There is a kind of built-in tension in th<3 rci <ihip. It
is, if you will, essentially a manipulative relationship on both
sides in which, each party is atterp- o use the other for his
Accordingly, Wisconsin's legislative reporters brln? an
r* perspective to the rise of public relations activities
within the state legislature. Since such activities are normally
interpreted by the press as attempts to suppress the news and to
"sell" the government to the people, the press often sees danger, and
competition, in such activities. Therefore, the "adversary*' per-
spective of the reporters may elicit insights and concerns which may
not have been taken into account by either the Public Information
»»j»rJai'd a e«
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or the legislative leaders in their perceptions of the
br.r~»~ eMsleti^e public relations function in Viscons:"
MS
THE PUBLIC REUTIOHS HBCESSITT
Reporters and editors hare often Bhown hostility to govern-
mental pifclic relations programs, moreover, they hare repeatedly
9ho n host11 it- to any government encroachment into the newsgathering
and reporting process. Joseph R. Mader summarised the newspaper
correspondent 's supposed effects of foremnsnt'e funnellng news
^nrh press sections in a 19b2 Journalism Quarterly article. He
Among the meat vocal of these critics are newspaper corres-
pondents themselves, whose foreboding pronouncements as to the
likely effects of this system /gmrrenmrtl' a funneling news through
press sections7 nay be suamariaed as follows:
It lsads to the substitution of propaganda tor news.
It tends to reduce and impair independent reporting.
closes off hitherto open news sources; puts bureau ehiefs
and policy makers behind reporter-proof doors, and leaves only
the press offieer at the public wicket.
Its effect often is to siphon away from the public prints
all th» dross, the inconvenient , the embarrassing, the unfavorable
news.
It often serves to elsssp on a censorship instead of imparting
information or intelligence.
It is wasteful of money, lsbor and time—not to forget paper-
on the production and in all the media through which it is hoped
to reach the "consumsr."
The Measure of success for the government information
specialist too often is the number of tines the nan* of his
bureau chief or dsparUaent has appeared favorably in the public
It results in chaos and confusion in the reporting of public
affairs, brought about by delays, contradictions, denials and
statements as bureaucrats bicker and tangle ...
Kader' s summarization, although specifically concerned with
















Ossjplahits which the press in general, levels at any goveraaent
•ncroachnent upon the wnewe l* reals whether in the form of "press
sections," "news nsfssmt,'' er "public relations activities**
tenacious!:' guard their "adversary*1 position in reporting
of goveraaent, Thsy a»st often oaproso a grave dislike for the
»s efforts to direct their nswsgefissrliMj efforts and for
the goveromesjt's sstions in nandinf news to then in t&: forn of
hendouia. And jet. in scne eases, government 1 a reporting of itself
through press sections. Public Information Officers, and public
relations activities directly assists the reporter in his reportorlal
tasks.
Table |el portrays toe responses of the reporters interviewed
for this study- as to whether they thought there was a need for press
relations assistance for state legislators. The reporters were
closely divided in their opinions. Two reporters indicated that
they did not feel that all legislators required or should have such
assistance. Their reasoning was that, ss they sew it, not all
legislators had scawthing to say. The two reporters thought that
providing such assistance for all legislators would innundate the
Capitol reporter with written naterials. and they already considered
thewnlves taxed by nore reading than they could handle. Two other
reporters responded that such press relations assistance night be
required by legislators, but, the Capitol Press Corps did not need
any such assistance. The two reporters ao responding claimed that
personally did not use the caucus staff8* Public Information




In their newsgathering efforts and probably- would not usa
if they ware furnished to legislators. One reporter
that sacb assistance ess required by legislators, but. if
there wars "adequate media personnel 11 covering the state legislature
that would not be the ease, Another reporter related that such press
relations assistance was necessary to improve communication of
legislative activity. He thought that press relations assistance
•sold ultimately assist the Capitol reporter by constantly reminding
legislators of the problems confronting legislative reporters and by
cutting down the number of useless press releases. If a press
relations assistant did those things, the reporter believed that his
aim job might be made easisr.
Table 5.1
Reporters ' Opinions as to v/hether There is a









Vtoen they uere queried if there was a need for the caucus
staff Public Information Of!" car and his public relation activities,
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tfee reporters' responses divided almost evenly (see Table 5.2). Those
reporters vno answered that thare was such a need thought that the
need existed for the legislator and not for the reporter. On the
other bead, those reporters who answered that there was no such need
argued that there was "no need for me," and no need for such activities
on behalf of all legislators.
Ishxi ; .2
Reporters' Opinions as to whether There is a Need
for the Caucus Staff Public Information Officer







Most of Wisconsin's legislative reporters claim that they have
little to do with the caucus staffs' Public Information Officers and
treat them as non-entities. The reporters dc not generally view
themselves as the main, or even as a na'or target, of the information
officers ' public relations activities. Right of the sixteen reporters
interviewed thought the chltT target of the Public Information
Officers' activities was the legislator's constituency. The eight
Mod : .(£.< *£<** *«s; xii p*t tWfH NftJhrJft jiiqiH <vx**f&* MM
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reporters believed tnat the legislators attempted to reach their
constituents through disseaination of press releases and radio tapes
to local radio stations and local weekly papers within their hons
districts. Seven other reporters, however , declared that different
media outlets themselves were the "chief target" of ti.3 legislative
public relations activities. Those seven reporters indicated that
the legislative information officers aimed at the wire services and
weekly newspapers with their pres6 releases* Moreover,
reporters believed that the radio tapes produced by the
caucus staffs, sad toe Public Ini'ormetion Officers, were directed at
radio stations in the legislator's district. The views of the two
groups of reporters closely approximated those of the legislative
leaders, and of the Public Information Officers themselves. As both
legislative leaders and their Public Information Officers stated,
ths chief target of the public relations activities was the voter or
constituent. However, since the public relations activities of the
information officers focused upon reaching many constituents at one
time, the -ent public relations activities were targeted to the
constituent through the constituent's news media outlets.
Legislators Benefitting the Host
Table 5.3 lists the reporters' beliefs as to which legislator
gained the most benefit from the caucus staff public relations
activities. One noteworthy difference among the responses by legis-
lative leaders, Public Information Officers, and the legislative











legislators balding leadership poaivione benefitted meet from the
information officer's public relations activities, however, a few
legislative loaders, as cited in Chapter L, said that they did not
rely upon tne caucus sttff Public Information Officer, nor did they
utilize his public relations services, mainly because of their
leadership positions. The legislative leaders found that the reporters
and press cane to then oi'ten looking for a •spokesman" for their par
One legislative reporter touched upo \ that point in bis response to
tne question.
Ike loader vfeo is quoted often in the preos doesn't really
need any press releases going back hone because of the constant
exposure of toe daLey newspapers. And, I on at is more
effective in letting people know he is doing his Job than a
















Tnsee too types were mentioned along with rural, and
urban legislators in combinations expressed by respondents
categorized in the "Varies 1' response.
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Basically, the three groups interviewed in this siudy believed
that e legislator could benefit froa tha publlo ralationa services,
available through tha caucus staffa* Public Info rnva ion Officers, if
ha knew of those capabilities and sought to use thf-m for himself
.
juaririim tax sdpportid public Ralatioms
Possibly bscause of tha nature of their "adversary" role in
relation to government, and possibly because of their "adversary11
role to sny goveraeental oners—hmnt upon the newsgathering process,
five of the reporters interviewed believed that there was no ,1ustifi-
cation for the expenditure of tax money in support of the caucuses'
partisan public relations activities (see Table 5.1;). But, an almost
equal nuaber of reportei'S thought that there was justification for
such support. Those who thought so stated that the .lustific ation
was in tsrme of "informing the people" of govemeantal activity.
Table 5.L
Reporters' Justification for Tax Support of Caucus
*ff Public Relations Actlv<ti«s#
:ication lhsaber of tiams
Mentioned
Infonaing the public of state
legislative government 6
justification $
Benefit to legislator 3
filet of executive and legislative
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Out reporter who daiced that there was justification for tax support
of such partisan information dleaeminatlon activities stated thatj
It is the duty of the legislator to keep in contact with his
constituents
. . . .
His constituents hcve the right to be well
inforaed about his positions and decisions and I think it is up
to tbc state to foot the bill.
Another reporter who also believed tret there was a justif i-
for tax support honking the partisan public relations activities
i
But, aga.n, I think I've acknowledaed that they way indeed
scrvi a function of at least keeping people aware that there is
a state legislature and that it Is considering certain issues*
And, people Right not otherwise be aware of this, or would be
aware oi it only infrequently, nayns after action on issues*
One reporter vtto believed tnat there was no justification for
tax support enabling the perforaaace of such partisan oriented public
istlvitlee ensured that, remls be »d
I tfaiotc, if they are got^g to have this sort of ti ing, that
the partios should pay for it since they ^The tax eupported caucus
staff public relations activiti-e7 are used alnost exclusively
for partisan purposes*
A fourth legislative reporter, who for sons tine had witnessed
the growth of th« caucus staffs, noted, after he answered that thore
was no Justification for use of tax noney to support partisan public
relations by the caucus staffs, that!
The really ironic thing is that these guys /the legislators^
j.i.„cuttU this big |B invest .gabion oi the dgeitia^ £:tate agonic : o '
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VFKTS OF THE PUBIC «EUTIO?B ACTIVITY
Wisconsin's legislative reporters believe, as do the caucus
staffs' Public Information Officers and the legislative leaders who
vers previously cited in this study, that the public relations activi-
ties of the caucus staffs have increased the flow of legislative news
from the legislature to the public through the Media (see Table $.$),
The reporters thought this vas especially true for those segments of
the public vhich depended upon the weekly newspapers and/or local
radio stations for their news of legislative activity*
The reporters also believed (see Table $,6) that the Public
Information Officers, because of their Media experience and their
knowledge of how the various nedia ayat ems operated, were effective
channel e for the legislator who sought to communicate with the public
via the media* Tables $.5 and $.6 correlate* One reason that the
information officers have been able to Increase the flow of legislative
news would appear to be their expertise In the mass coanamicatlon
field* And, if the legislative Public Information Officers have
increased the flow of legislative news they might naturally be con-
sidered as effective channels for the legislator who desired to put
the Information officer's talents to work for himself*
Fourteen of the sixteen reporters interviewed In this study
believed that the Public Information Officers, and their public
relations activities, made a contribution to the state's public
Information system, that Informational system by which a person
MMNMtt .:!-*
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Reporters' Opinions a* to the Rffect of the Public
Inforraation Offloor* s Public Relations Activities










Reporters' Opinions as to Whether the PIO is an
Effective Channel for a Legislator Desiring











learns of the activitiee of his state goverment, the reporters'
opirdoTM on that point are given In Tools £*?«
Table S.7
Reporters' Opinions as to Whether the Activities







One legislative reporter explained his affirmative answer to that
question in these words
j
I think the contribution would be getting across the state*
msnt* of the members to the people of the districts back heme,
in helping them know the positions of their legislators on issues
that are not necessarily of statewide importance
.
Another reporter who thought that the information officers'
activities made a contribution to the state's public information
system gave as his answer thatt
They do assist in getting out to the grass roots the opinions
of their elected representatives. They assist, particularly
,
siace the local media is not r^ry aggressive in doing this job.
Other legislative reporters mentioned that the;- thought that
the information officers helped increase the general level of knowledge
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legislative activity? helped the public kncn-r of what went on In state
Legislative polities; and, that the Public Information Officers also
brought items to the attention of the reporters covering the legis-
lature which mi^ht othexvise have gone by unnotieed. One of the two
legislative reporters who reap—did negatively to the question of
whether the public relations activities made a contribution to the
state 1 s public information system explained his belief as follows
t
I think it is mors waste of money /Che legislative public
relations activities/ sad a little more insidious sines they are
working to get their legislators re-elected again at public
expense, I dislike that more than I dislike the average agency
ttrTJBtW 1 mUfflCM jgl WM mmtXttmTOM
Prom the standpoint of Wisconsin's legislative reporters,
the caucus staff Public Information Officer has affected only in a
»<w4«mT manner if at all the relationship of reporter and legislator
(aee Table 5.5). Mast of the reporters who thought that the informs-
tion officer positions had affected their relationship with legislators
believed those positions had affected that relationship only in an
indirect sense* Those reporters viewed the Public Information Officers
as standing in the background waiting to assist reporters in their
dealings with legislators if the reporters so desired. Only one of
the sixteen reporters believed that the Public Information Officer
was both an aid and an obstruction in the relationship of reporter
end legislator. As that reporter saw it, the information officers
had taken over the role of "aoundinr board 5 ' from the legislative
te »i^s«;.T snj • -.' 'Wm t&wi&sK »d» ill mn wrtialityi
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r who for years hud been the teetins place for legislators*
ideas. Most of the reporters who thought that the Public Information
Officer positions had not affected their relationship with legislators
did not believe that the information officers even entered Into their
sphere of activity. They viewed the Public Infomation Officers as
•non-entities'4 and held a "live and let live" attitude toward then.
Table 5.8
Reporters' Opinions »m to Whether the FIO
Position Bad iffeeted the Relationship
of Reporter and Legislator
Iss o
lo 00
To a degree 6
Total 16
Table 5*9 relates that only one of tho sixteen reporters
considered the Public Information Officers to be, and to his mind in
only a snail way, a barrier to news coverage of the legislature. The
table discloses by implication that, in the reporters 1 opinions, the
infomotion officers have not been inserted between themselves and
legislators as "buffers" or "funnels." As discussed earlier (see
Chapter i»), legislators look upon their Public Information Offloors
as teehnioal assistants &ad not as personal spokesmen or as press
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>• r.ogie'i stors |«»nUjr do not attempt to structure tneir
flow through too information officers of the four caucus staffs.
ln<* legislative roportors view ths Public Information Offioors as
nalrd" or 'uanscesaory stops Impinging upon the interaction of
legislator *od reporter. lbs reporters vies* the information officers
as Incidental, nan eisintlal persons on tbs periphery of tbeir news-
gathering efforts whom they mainly avoid or bypass in their work*
Xae reporters* attitude was wby go to tbe infomation offiesr when
you can go dirostly to tbe "source," tbe legislator Masai f Tbe
legislative reporters do net consider tbs Public Information Officer
to be a fpnlreomnn for legislators.
Table £.9
Reporters' Opinions as to Whether tbe PXOs
Are Barriers to News Coverage
of tbe Legislature





Most of ths legislative reporters, as shown by Table 5.10,
thought that ths caucus staffs' Public Infomation Officer positions
helped rather than hindered them in covering state legislative
-A -"fa £w»i -V C1*Ci - «0




activity, the reporters indicated that they derived some benefit
from the Public Information Officers' nubile relations activities.
They thought that the information officers could provide background
information en legislative activity if a reporter sought it. In
addition, the legislative reporters believed that the information
offleers could provide accurate details for stories, especially
because of their position vitnln the research effort of the caucus
staff, about one-third of the reporters ssid that they could obtain
usable quotes from legislators via staff originated press releases.
Those reporters stated thai by iiftirur quotes from press releases
they saved themselves the time and trouble of chasing down legislators
to set quotes from them. Furthermore, lifting quotes from releases
practically precluded axy ohamee that a legislator could clairr; that a
>r misquoted him en s subject.
Table 5.10
Reporters' Opinions as to feather the PIG
Positions Help or Hinder a Reporter















of reporters, about one-third of those inter-
viewed, believed that the Public Information Officers' activities
asrvrt thesi as a warning series forecasting what might cons next In
the legislative arena* In other words, the press releases and radio
tapes revealed* in moms esses, what legislators were interested in*
In that sense, the press releases and radio tapes could be considered
as "intelligence" reports for legislative reporters*
All fivs electronic media rspertsrs interviewed believed that
press conferences celled by legislators with caucus staff (and Public
Information Officer) assistance ware beneficial to them in covering
legislative news* Mo print media reporter mentioned that press
confsrencee were beneficial in gathering legislative news* Print
media reporters generally thought that press conferences were "staged*
for the benefit of the elsctronic media and vers poor sources of news*
ir, electronic media reporters, because of the logistical demands
liated with their newegathoring efforts, stated that they benefit-
ted from the "orderliness" of press conferences.
Reporters covering the Wisconsin Legislature generally avoid
the legislative Public Information Officers in their nevsgathsring
efforts* However, reporters do occasionally approach individual
Information officers or other caucus staff personnel in their news-
gathering* labia 5*11 deplete the frequency with union the legislative
reporters acknowledged that they sought out a Public Information
Officer as a source of news in their newsgatherlng activities* About
two-thirds of the reporters interviewed stated that they, in fact,
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the 1mf*-T—-ign officers or other caucus staff members in
their search for news. One reporter considered both caucus staff
the caucus staff Public Information Officers to be good
"sources. • He said: "The secret is that vary fee reporters
know this* and, I hope net many figure this out."
Table 5.11
Frequency of Reporter approaching a Public








Six reporters, by rirtus of the length of time that they had
assigned to cover Wisconsin's Legislature, had personally wit-
nessed, for the most part, the establishment and growth of the
legislature's caucus staffs. Table 5.12 relates the opinione of
tense six reporters ss to whether any change of legislator accassl-
bilitgr had resulted from the creation of the Public Information
positiens. Five of the six reporters believed that no such
mad taken place.
But, one reporter believed that accessibility of legislators
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restrictive assaaslblllty on the part of legislators. He argued
that the leavening of legislator accessibility was being brought
about by the more subtle influenoes of "partisan staffing In general.-
Mm
Table 5.12
Raportera' Opinions as to Whether Legislators 1
Lty Changed Sines the





The ten reporters in this category dis-
qualified themselves from the ovation slaving
that their short experience in c . coring the
legislature did not giro then a basis for a
valid JudpMnt. However, the other six report-
ers had covered the legislature for an extended
period of tine paralleling in tine the growth
of the caucus surra*
The reporter went on to explain how legislators, who used to work
strictly at their desks In house charters, now had private or ssnl-
private offices and secretaries. As he saw it, legislators were a
little harder to locate now than before* Besides, he contended that
the caucus at&ffa were influencing bow the legislators were perfonaing
generally and how they were dealing with the media. Since the
•-.-
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sffectad by the caucus staffs wen? small and semswhat
Mnvisibls," this rsporter believed that his fallow reporters tended
to Ignore the cnsngss he perceived taking place. Re cited the
tional" function of the hmsss ataffa and the Public Information
on subtly affecting and changing legislator accessibility.
He theogM that the "educational" function of the caucus staffs
legislator sophistication in aedia relations. The
believed that legislators who sore sophisticated in nedia
relations often attested to use their dealings with the nedia in
sooh s way as to further their personal political gase-plsns. And,
ha was afraid that this was beginning to lisajisu in the Wisconsin
Legislature. TVwsJass Cater, in his The Fourth Branch of Oovornaent,
been 1nimating perceptions sinilar to those expressed by
oited sbove when he wrote
t
... At tbeix- annual nestings, tnoHbors of the Aneriean
society of Newspaper gditors sound the slam over the growth of
goveronant press sgentry. So far, it snst be added, they have
tended to direct their energies at such obvious and cooperatively
hswises symptom as ths IsoisjTsyhsil handout, while neglectinc
nore subtle aenl festatione . <
Only one of the six reporters who had observed ths i
9 growth thought legislative news rspartigrig was easier new than
the creation of those staffs. He believed this to be so
asms staffs sad their Public Information Officers nsde
infonaation available for rspsrtsrs through their public relations
activities. The othsr five reporters believed that
the caucus staffs nor ths Public Information Officers hod
:--
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lagialative netmeathart ng either easier or more difficult. They
emd believe, however, that the task of reporting legislative activity
had grown more difficult simply because of the hearier legislative
brought about by governmental aapansion and ita resulting
Tba majority of reportsre belioved that the Public Information
Officers vera teahnlnaiy oenpatent ia tba pei'formanoe of thai? public
eel aUaaj activity. They attributed ttat tenhrtlnal cenpetezav to the
iadividmel officer's peat media experience. But, the raportara did
a few oomplainte against tbe caucus ataffa and the Public
Qfflosre in regard to their perfomaoc*. 3ome of thoae
*ere that tbe Public Informstion Officer did not know the
af Horn Capitol Preaa Corpei that tbe infoxaatlon offiaera
could be of more assist moa to the Capitol Preaa Corps through tbe
;ion of auch things aa "policy" or "position papers" which
i-depth aapaanatiana of why the caucus or cauoua members
taking certain positions on legislation; tnat the public relatione
efforts ware "overproducing" press releasee and radio tepee at the
taxpayere 1 expense* and* they also complained that the public relatione
activities of the various caueueee were "overly partisan."
Two raportara worried that out-state news outlets had little
way of determining the veracity of news materials supplied to them
by tbe caucus stuffs. In fact, some of the reporters wondered if
the out-state editors or newa directors knew how the materials they
received on thair local legislator originated? This group of reporters
• I-i> o*&*ittm3iU «£t *Mtf t«qp»9 wil iic?4i9»3 ft
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believed that the local editors did not know of the partisan
responsible for disseminating the legislative news they
received*
Table 5.1"* presents tha ratings given by the legislative
reporters to tha press coverage of the state legislature. Only one
reporter categorised his rating of tha asms coverage in a negative
manner, the first to do so of all respondents interviewed. Most
reporters thought that legislative news coverage could be better, if
ore madia personnel ware assigned to cover the legislature; if the
reporters had mora time to do "in-depth" reporting} if the volume of
legislative activity decreased: and, for broadcast reporters, if
facilities were provided and regulations changed by the legislature
9
so as to facilitate radio and television coverage of the legislature.
Table 5.13
Reporters 1 Ratings of the Press Coverage
of the Wisconsin Legislature
Eaoellssl Good Pair Poor Total
—^^»— I i mm »»————— ^wm ! hi^ i^^w ^j »ii —-» m, —.—» m, m \\>» m —— .—il»fcn ,-m»
reepondiag k 3 u 3 1 16
(H - 16)
Tha reporters interviewed in this study indicated a general
dislike for the legislative public relations efforts coming from tha
caucus staffs 1 Public Information Officers. However, as cited by
tables earlier in this chapter, the reporters pointed out that they
gained some benefit from those activities, and even from the information
3 I** *4 xSKntl










officers themselves, in their reportorial task of gathering and
rtloooml rating legislative novo to too public.
Reporters, according to Cater, arc powerful parsons as
government views them. Ha vrotst
• power they exercise is continuing and substantive. Thay
are the articulators of those events of government which they and
their bosses deem worthy of Bote. Their strength stems froa
their ability to select— oo define what is news and what isn't.15
Moreover, public officials and elected representatives place inpor-
tar.ee up- . :.r re4.ati-.na -itn reporters t.ecauas of thoir Dead for
publicity, is Boston statedi
newspaper publicity is the legislator's life-lino, his most
potent method of keeping "the folks baok hems'1 alert to his
ac.\levements and his stature. The Congressman whs has aspira-
tions for re-election cannot afford to adopt a cavalier air to
the nsMsi'Upsiasn who controls the news whlsh his constituents
re ,
Bat, Wisconsin's legislators have created a mechanism and a method by
which they earn skirt the "gatekeeper" role of the full-time Capitol
Press Corps reporters ani place localised "news" materials, put
together by supporting staff efforts, in tto hands of local editors
and/or local news directors where those materials have a greater
chance of gaiiJLng access to the limited media space and time available.
The following chapter will demonstrate that the caucus staff Public
Information Officers, md the caucus staff amature, have boon suc-
cessful in t.iei. attempts to win media apace and/or time for their
public relations meteri Is.
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See Senate Resolution 27, State of Wisconsin Senate Journal,
May 27, 1971, in reference to the remarks made by this reporter.
That resolution t "Resolved by the senate, That the state auditor be
directed to audit within 6C days all executive departments and agencies
with an eye to identifying the total cost of public relations spending,
including salaries, and the total number of personnel involved in
influencing public or legislative opinion and policy, including their
degree of involvement." The results of that audit are available fro*
both the Legislative Fiscal Bureau and the Legislative Audit Bureau.
Both of those agencies participated in that audit. The legislative
caucus staffs 1 Public Information 'Officers were not counted in that
t.
Was. Gator, The Fourth Branch Of Government, (*«ton,
Mifflin, 1959), p. 1&5.
o
A controversy arose on the Senate floor during lets May,
1971 concerning supposed "bugging" of the Senate by the Republican
caucus staff. The Republican caucus staff was accused of taping
renarks made on the floor via a speaker system in their office. This
was being done for use in future election campaigns. Such taping was
supposedly In violation of legislative rules which did not allow the
recording of floor debate. Two radio reporters took the opportunity
and brought a court suit against the legislature on the taping pro-
hibition. The legislature dropped its prohibitions on tape recording
floor debate and the newsmen dropped the court suit. The legislature
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than installed special jacks to acccpioodate tape recording from the
floor microphone system. See Charlotte Robinson's. "Senate OKs
Taping 9? Mwiw in," in The Capital Tl—e ^ladison/ June 8, 1971, for
a report of the taping controversy.
^Cater, Toe Fourth Branch Of Qoveraaant, pp. 13-l2i.





SI3LATIVK PUBLIC RELATIONS AND JEWS
C075RAGB Or WISCONSIN'S LEGISLATORS
The caucus staffs • Public Information Officers, their
legislative leaders, snd the legislative reportors all believed
that the public relations activities performed by the caucus staffs
tad increased the flow of legislative news reaching the public.
They be—d their beliefs upon their own personal involvement with
those activities or upon their personal observation of increased
print and electronic media coverage of the legislature snd its
sobers. But, it is net necosssry to rely wholly upon the personal
observation of those three ...roups for evidence that the legislative
public relations effmrts have brought about increased media coverage
of legislative activity. Dr. Alan Rosenthal of the Kaglston Institute
of Polities, a student of the Wisconsin Legislature, has mads two
newspaper content analysea which found an increase in legislative
ns > coverage ever time. Dr. Rosenthal attributed the increase in
printed coverage to the caucus staffs' public relations efforts.
ismsmmtal'i first sv;.iy of press cover =;£o affords*! ferns
Wisconsin Legislature concerned itself with the press coverage given
legislative activity by Madison's Capital Times . Rosenthal studied
that paper for the periods January through June in 1961 and 1967.
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creation of the caucus staffs (1961) with press coverage two years
after the creation of those staffs (1967). His analysis was based
on toe coverage given to the speaker, Majority leader, assistant
majority leader, minority leader, and assistant minority leader in
the lower house of the legislature--the Assembly; and, the majority
leader, assistant Majority leader, Minority leader, and assistant
Minority leader in the upper house—the Senate, Rosenthal • s press
analysis was a part of a study in which he attempted to assess the
effects of partisan staffing upon Wisconsin's Legislature,
Rosenthal used The Capital Times as subject of the study
because while the legislature is in session Many legislators foil:
legislative activity through that paper. The Capital Times study
by Rosenthal revealed thati "From 1961 to 1967 the number of column
2linos devoted to reports on leadership almost doubled, n Rosenthal
also examined the newspaper coverage in relation to staff-originated
press releases. Ho explained in a footnote to his article -Mints
an effort was Mads to distinguish between column-line
coverage based 00 press releases (characterised by mo byline,
a distinctive format, etc.) and tnat based on reporter observa-
vtervievs, and press conferences. Estimations of the
number of column lines stimulated by press releases are
OJM | i^i I )Sj ISmSMjMjpil .t . -
While Rosenthal found little Increase for the Senate, in the
number of linos based on press releases, he found significant increases
coverago based on press releases for the Assembly leadership, Ho
jo Assembly:
... In the 1961 session 13 percent of the total coverago
received by the Republican leaders and 28 percent of that
'. i J.A£ to Mwod rctnol »rU
qra?.;.-v ::• ri^nv ;i£ ,oiv»i , : ;r. jrvq .a &£«.. <-;.. ^. .
- a
received by Democratic leaders derived from press releases. In
the 1°67 session the proportions had risen to 19 percent and 37
p#r*-«nt respettftrtily**
Those findings led him to oonclude the* •
. . . This growth is surely a prr f the publicity
endeavors. Ml Aniromhlj analysts. It indicates, moreover,
that Assembly staff, responding to its leaders, was formulating
the messages that were then reported by the press.-'
Rosenthal 'a analysis of The Capital Times ' legislative
coverage predated th I ion of th• ?id)lic Information Officer
positions within the caucus staffs. Thus, that analysis examined
the initial moves of the first "caucus analysts" Into the communica-
tion/public relations area. Rosenthal's study portrays how the
Assembly caucus staffs moved more quickly into this area than 41
the C4UCJS staffs in the Senate. Dr. rioeerrthal farther cited the
emerging "educational" function of the caucus analysts in regards to
assisting legislators in media relations.
With regard to eomraunication, there were indirect as well
as direct effects. Staff helped familiarize leaders with
techniques designed to capture the attention of tho press.
One analyst, in particular, taught leaders for whom he worked
a to approach capital correspondents and how to be aggressive
rather than passive in communicating the news they wanted
reported. ?
In a later paper, "Professional Staff and Legislative Strength:
The Case of Wisconsin," Rosenthal, to get an indication of caucus
staff effectiveness in the communication area, analysed the press
coverage of sixty-six papers from throughoirt Wisconsin. Eight
daily and fifty-eight weekly Wisconsin newspapers were analysed
that study, \oeenthal focused upon print madia coverage in a sample
of sixteen Assembly districts. He wrote this author thett

lho
• . i Districts were chosen to represent those with trie came
Republicans, different Republicans, the same Democrats, different
Desecrate, and Democrats which formerly were Republicans for the
two years. Districts with only large dailies were excluded; so
were tnoae that had been significantly reapportioned.?
The papers were analysed for the periods January through June of 1
ad 1967. In that study, Rosenthal found ttoeti
. • . Although the amount of overall space devoted to news
did not change substantially during this period, th^re was a
tremendous rise in the coverage given local legislators. Total
column-lines expanded from about 6,000 in 1963 to about 12,.L
in 1967, more than IOC percent. The number of articles increased
by almost lv percent. Separate articles on meaibers, legislator
nemee appearing in headlines, and first-page placement all
doubled. Certainly, much of the increased and improved coverage
w ^ ttributablc to toe p oiic'i" »nda*ivoro of the MMcttf
steffe.1*
Where Rccenthal's Capital Times study had focused upon the press
coverage afforded legislative leaders, the latter study (just cited)
dealt with all legislators. As the caucus staffs evolved, as dis-
cussed in Chapter 2, they defined their roles. Rosenthal's two studies
depict indirectly how the "caucus analysts'1 initially catered to the
leadership of the caucus and then moved to serve other legislators
in the caucus.
CATEGORIZING A WOK'S MM
In order to build upon Rosenthal's findings as to the increase
of press coverage brought about by the publicity endeavors of the
caucus staffs, this researcher subscribed to a professional clipping
service for the week of October 3-9, 1971. The clipping service was
instructed to provide the author all items, from all Wisconsin papers





individual legislators. A total of two hundred seventy-eight news-
papers, thirty-six dailies and two hundred forty-two weeklies, were
scrutinised by tne clipping service for the week of October 3-°, 1971*
The clipping service had heniled similar requests for such items from
the legislative caucus staffs themselves for soma time, and so the
clipping service bad sons expertise in searching out items of this
type.
Those items were then categorised by article type and the
number of articles per category wss determined. The purpose of this
phase of this research was to gain an indication of the amount of one
week's newspaper coverage given the legislature and/or legislators
whicn was based upon material originated as press releases by legis-
lators themselves, or, by the caucus staffs' Public Information
Officers. Table 3.1 presents the results of that categorization and
quantification of legislative news for the week of October 3-9, 1971.
A total of seven hundred fifty-four items mentioning either
legislative activity or individual legislators were uncovered in the
analysis. Included in these seven hundred fifty-four items were
forty-seven legislator initiated columns. These columns were easily
Identifiable by format and title, such as, "Legislative Report Prosi
Representative": "Capitol Comment"; "Prom The Desk Of . . ."{
"Legislative Newsletter' ; "Report Prom The Capitol"; "Representative's
Report" ; or, "At The Capitcl." (Tablo J .11 ., In Chapter L, related
that sixty-two of the ninet^r-nine legislators responding to the
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»r column.) Thou© forty-sevsn columns appeared In forty-four
different papers.
Determining the number of articles baaed upon press releases
initiated by legislators or trair staff assistants proved a little
were difficult tuan uncovering the legislator originated columns.
This author had seen and read numerous caucus staff produced press
releBsee during the course of this study. Generally, if an item
could not be placed in any other category (as listed in Table 6.1) it
was suspected of being a press release. If the item resembled in
format those press releases previously encountered by the author they
were t: nt*i as legislator originated releases (that category
included those releases drawn up by the Public Information Officers,
other caucus staff personnel, and administrative assistants).
Highly-one items were identified as legislator originated releases in
this Banner.
The two categories, Legislator Initiated Columns and Legis-
lator Releases, totalled one hundred twenty-eight items or almost
seventeen percent of all the items that week mentioning legislative
activity and/or individual legislators. The results of this cate-
gorization effort should be taken as only a tentative indication of
the effect of the public relations activities of the caucus staffs
upon the weekly flow of legislative news. That is especially so since
no base-line data was used from which to compare any change over time
brought about by the caucus staffs' public relations efforts.
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carried b7 tno state's newspqpQrs, the Impact of the caucus staffs'
releases and tapes upon the state's electronic media remains to be
examined. Monitoring news broadcasts for such a purpose would be
complex arid costly. However, it appears reasonable to assume that the
electronic media, bj virtue of their limited news staffs and financial
resources, will also be found to utilize the caucus-generated news
materials much like the print media does in their coverage of legis-
lative activity.
aven with the lack of definitive guidelines for determining
the authorship of apparent press releases , the categorisation of
legislative news presented in this chapter reveals that legislator
initiated and/or staff initiated "news" items are a nbstanti&i part
ai a tfeek's newspaper coverage of legislative activity. This finding
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See Chapter 2 of this study for a chronology of caucus
-
'Rosenthal, HAn Analysis of Institutional effects t Staffing
Legislative Parties in Wisconsin, " 5
o
Alan Rosenthal, "Professional Staff and Legislative Strength!
The Case of Wisconsin" (manuscript prepared for "The Politics and
Consequences of Legislative Change," edited by Janes Robison)
Septembe-
o
Based on personal correspondence between Dr. Alan Rosenthal,
of the Sagleton Institute of Politics, and the writ
..osenthal, "Professional Staff and Legislative Strengths
The Case of Wisconsin," p.
e week of October 3-9, 1971 was selected for the news
categorisation phase of this research for several reasons. Originally,
in the proposal submitted for this thesis, another analysis design was
propose d. However, this author discovered that Dr. Alan Rosenthal, of
the iagloton Institute of Politics, had already performed a similar
analysis and so a revised analysis design was constructed. When this
occurred there were only a few weeks remaining in the 1971 legislative
session. This author chose the tentatively scheduled nejct to last
week of the legislative session for the categorization effort. This
was done to preclude working with the normally hectic final week of
the legislative session. But, as it turned out, the legislature
adjourned on October 28, 1971 , a week later than anticipated. The
legislative Public Information Officers, when queried by this author,
related that the week of October 3-9 was somewhat "atypical" as far







believed they had produced less than the normal amounts of press
releases and radio tapes. Tho information officers stated that they
had slightly i their activities out of a sense that the public
was growing tired of legislative news after a lengthy ten month ses-




This exploratory investigation was designed to illuminate the
early growth of public relations activitiDS within the Wisconsin Legis-
lature. This study also attempted to assess the impact of those public
relations activities upon the traditional processes of gathering and
disseminating legislative news in Wisconsin. An assumption that
legislative-originated public relations activities would have an
effect upon the way Wiseonslnites learned of state legislative activity
generated this Investigation. A related assumption was that if those
legislative public relations activities, in fact, affected the way In
which persons learned of state legislative activity, then, sons sort
of change in the state' e political communication process had been
brought about. Furthermore, not only would Changs have been brought
about in the state's political communication process, but also, some
change would have been brought about in the state's public Information
system. For that system, the stats' s public information system, is
the system consisting of those informational elements from which a
person learns of the activities of his state government.
ofKTCJM or fhi aroBor
The study objectives outlined in Chapter 1 were designed to
assist this researcher in the research task and to systematically
li;7
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the study to its prop—d end of scrutinizing Wisconsin's
emerging legislative public relations function. The following ovcr-
Tlew includes both * recapitulation of the finding* of the study and
the conclusions that can be drawn from those findings.
Origin fa-iid C
Several factors appear to have contributed to the growth of
legislative public relations activities in Wisconsin. Those factors
pervaded the legislative environment and set a general tone conducive
to the implementation of sons sort of public relations/communication
function in behalf of the legislature and its marabers. One sue
factor was the nationwide drive for legislative modernization det;
from raid-twentieth century. Reformers dedicated to improving the
status and position of the state legislatures organized special interest
groups to take on those tasks. Those groups—including the Council of
State Qovernments, the national Conference of State Legislative Leaders,
and the Citizens Conference on State Legislatures—established nation-
wide communication networks serving those individuals interested in
modernizing state legislatures. The communication networks proved to
be instrumental in the dissemination of ideas and information among
the special interest groups. Moreover, thoee cosnunication networks
helped diffuse numerous legislative innovations which were adopted by
various states. The special interest groups wore not blind to their
dependency upon public support for the attainment of their long-range
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the importance &;kslex ions with the public and also
uw importance .-± the legiuoaUm | cimunicatiea ....u, baa. pumlA* in
a^j. attempted legislative reform ei That emphasis has stibse-
quently been spread acroaa tiM countiy by the specialized coew»unication
networks serving ti»e different legislative special interest groups.
The emphaeis upon communication is fostering the implementation of
Taxied public ifilonnalioiv'pubiic relations piograros in state leflp*
latures throughout the fifty states.
Wisconsin's emerging legislative public relations function
aiao airrors the growth 01 public relations nitsin ABierican society.
America' a pluralistic and interdependent eooiety, with its limited
a nasi) in 1 nation channels, has engendered r.. ^.iisticatud competition for
access to those limited channels. Communication is the thread which
ties people together in society and the importance oi communication
grows as society's complexity increases. And, it is within such a
cokiplex unvirenment taat vhe communication function inherent to the
American governmental system uuet operate. Cutilp and Center have
written of the environment bringing forth the function of pubxic
relations that the environment is narked by an escalation In the
competition for the public 'a attention.
As public opinion has grown in force and the ways af
influence have Multiplied, the competition for public favor has
steadily escalated. The struggle to align people on the side of
one's cause, client, or company has become increasingly competi-
tive.1
The ai*a and complexity of society has encouraged the development of



























provide an edge for an organisation, or for an individual, in the
competition for access to the limited communication channels available
and for the yodel Id »s attention.
Another factor influencing the rise of a legislative public
relations function in Wisconsin has been the growth of public relations
in political campaigning. Stanley Keller, Jr., *nd others, have shown
that public relations in political campaigning is burgeoning/ This
in so because the politician faces challenges which he attempts to
suraount through communication, and the politician encounters the sane
competitive environment that all other communicators do. The poli-
tician first nust gain election by cneeiim I rating his ideas and drawing
eupportors to his side* Then, if he is successful at winning elective
office, he m.st in—iinllil n with constituents (both those who sup-
ported bin and those who opposed hUc) so as to incre&ee the possibili
of his own re-election. Connunication becones the thread which binds
together the elected official and his eonstltunti
Politicians on all levels of governm nt—federal , state, and
local—are being exposed more end wore to the importance of public
relations techniques In political campaigning. The use of television
in campaigns has contributed significantly to politicians' growing
upon the public relations specialist. The sophistication
live *tare of that medium has forced politicians to seek
expert help in their efforts to eraplov television commuiiication in
their political campaigns. Politicians have become concerned about
their "Images" and how they are coming across to the public. Politicians









km sought out aad continue to seek out campaign assistants who can
help project the candidate^ image to th« voters. In nost casea,
those assistants are grouped together under the title of "PR* (public
reletions) rasa* This exposure to and use of public relations techniques
by politicians in their campaign efforts say engender a dependency upor.
auch techniques for the politician when and if he gains elective office.
chair.-of-eventa appears to be a factor contributing to the
of a public relations emphasis within Wisconsin's Lsglslatnrs.
Legislators interviewed in this study said they thought that
the example of Coagree—an in the public relations area also influenced
Wisconsin lawmakers in this direction. Iinnlicitly, a struggle for
balance of power is involved in both the Congress' a and the state
lsglaiaturee* movement into public relations activities. Both seek
to obtain visibility and stature for the legislative branch of govern-
ment in a governaental system increasingly dominated by the federal*
executive branch of government. Besides, both Congress and the state
legislatures hope, through their efforts, to counter the efforts of
the executive branch of government on their respective levels , in the
public relations area. Congress and the stats legislatures want to
combat the executive's ability to govern by publicity. Former Wisconsin
Congressman Melvin Laird told the 1968 Midwest Public Relations Con-
ference at the University of Wisconsin, Madison, thatt
We in the Congress must communicate in a better fashion. And
I believe that the Congress of the United states has got to develop
its own public information and its own public relations activities
to compete with the executive branch of mar government .3
'.*?vot!j eta aJr;.-.t»lae« **>&
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iAird was arguing for equity in the public relatione area for the
Lve and legislative branches of government. The Congressional
has stimulated interest ejnong Wisconsin legislators in the
nf legislative public relatione.
Wisconsin's legislative caucus staffs moved into the public
froa iridividjal legislators. The caucus staffs thmissives cane to be
from the legislature's efforts to Redemise and better equip itself
for the lawmaking fusetloo central to its purpose. The combination
of desire on the part of legislators for public relations assistance
end the evaiL&bility of staff wfaicn could take up that activity
hffiwgnt about the n—ngiasn of legislative publio relations activities
la Wisconsin.
Mature and Scope ox" the Function
The first moves by the caucus staffs' into the coranunication/
public relatione area were print media oriented. "Caucus analysts,''
who were vmrsed in the newspaper field, assisted legislators in
drafting press releases and also educated legislators on how to deal
with reporters. Since these initial stoves on the part of the evolving
caucus staffs, legislators have specifically designated Public Infor-
mation Officers within those sUffs. At first the title Public
Information Officer was misleading, because it was given to the chief
analyst so as to qualify him for a higher pay scale, but now the
Public Information Officer positions encompass public relations type
work on an extensive scale. In addition, general staff activity in
j.ifjox&arT^ioO odT •JnMMWMH) 1*> aatfauretf c
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the public relations area baa increased. These public reletlens
activities now perforasd by the caucus staffs include (see Table 3.1)
press releases, radio tapsa, speech writing, furnishing assistance
with "case" mall, compiling election files, advising on communications
generally, assisting with press conferences, and photo preparation and
dissemination. Basically, the public relations activities conducted
by the partisan staffs are partisan in naturs. In that way, the
public relations activities of the caucus staffs both do and do not
parallel other "public information" type activities. "Public infor-
mation" activities, in one sense, nomally denote neutral information
dissemination when applied to sons governmental public relations
efforts. However, elected and appointed officials also often use
"public information" activities to further political ends of an
organisation or of their own. In that sense, "public information"
activities take a partisan slant upon themselves. The ultimate goal
of the public relations activities of the caucus staffs* Public
Information Officers is to reach the voter and in so doing assist in
the re-eleetion of the incumbent legislator. Therefore, the under-
lying seeion for those activities is a political one. So, lime some
ether •mobile information" activities marked by a partisan motive,
the cameus staffs' activities increase the public's knowledge of
mmesrnmmnt for political ressons. Each caucus staff Information
officer works to improve the political position of legislators who
to his caucus. The public relations activities generated by
articulate the legislator's partisan point of view.
•
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there may be Instances In which partisanship Is not a major
factor, the central thrust of those activities is partisan. As shown
by Table L.1L, legislators in the Wisconsin Legislature are availing
of the public relations services provided by tiie caucus
in their sfforts t< communicate with constituents and thereby
their political aspirations.
Attitudes Toward the Function
The twenty-seven focused interviews with the four caucus staff
Public Information Officers, seven legislative leaders, and sixteen
reporters covering the legislature furnished the data for the malor
portion of this study. The insights garnered from the attitudes,
opinions, and perceptions of those three groups have singled out
implications of a legislative public relations functu n deserving of
further evaluation.
The information offleers . The caucus staffs 1 Public lnforraa-
tion Officers view themselves as "communicat ion technicians M who are
available to assist desiring legislators to communicate specified
meseaass to designated publics. The target audience is generally
the legislator's local constituency. According to the information
officers, there is a need for communication assistance in behalf of
state legislators • That need is related to democracy's requirement
of an "informed electorate" and the caucus staffs' ccnanmlcation
activity is, as the information officers see it, aimed at fostering
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bailers that their activities have increased the flow of legislative
news reaching the public, neper 1 illy to those aepents of the public
attentive to local radio stations and weekly newspapers. In addition,
toe infoneation officers believe that their efforts constitute a
contribution to the stated public information system. Through their
attempts to "localise" legislative news, the information officers
thought they were "supplementing" the work of the privately-owned
media serving Wisconsin residents. In fact, the Public Information
Officers believe that they have added to the number of sources of
legislative news. As a new source of news for the state's political
comwunication process, the caucus staffs' news activities have mater-
ially altered the makeup of that process. The caucus staffs' commun-
ication endeavors constitute a new "input" element in the state's
political coraunicetion process.
The Public Infomation Officers see nothing unusual in their
partisan communication activities being supported by public tax
monies* They argue that the tax eaapmt is justified on the grounds
of "informing the public" of governmental activity. Nevertheless,
that question remains open to debate.
Unlike the popular conception would have it, Wisconsin's
legislative Public Information Officers are not barriers to news
coverage of the legislature. The information officers do not consider
themselves tc be spokesmen for legislatorm* And, legislators' press
relations are not funnaled through the information officers. In
fact, the Public Information Officers have little to do directly
with the reporters who regularly cover legislative activity. But,
f yitrtaarr ma
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the infonation officers considered themselves to be effective channels
for legislators who desire to communicate with the public vis the
"be legislative leaders . The legislative leaders intenriewed
believe that while there was no "absolute" need for press relations
assistance for state legislators, such assistance is a distinct asset.
Sons legislators believe that the legislative public relations
activities are necessary because of the communication requirement
demanded by representative democracy. However, the legislators
acknowledged that those iiswnnU nl Inn activities could help in a
legislator's fight for political survival and that factor was defin-
itely involved in the development of those communication activities.
The emergence of legislative public relations illustrates
,
as the American Institute for Political Communication has put it,
the increasing role of government as a "generator" of news.
Commencing with Franklin Roosevelt's Hew Deal in the early
thirties, the Federal government has steadily expanded its role
as a generator of information as contrasted to the more passive
role of "source* 1* The distinction between the two roles is veil
worth defining if only because it has had and will continue to
have revolutionary implication* for the political communication
process. The term "generator" implies the actual creation of
"news" and the promotion of its dissemination to the media and
beyond. The term "source" pertains to a person or organisation
contacted by a media representative for information—tha ini-
tiative being with the latter. The competent government
information officer can and often does function as source and
generator simultaneously.
Insofar as the Federal government is concerned, the distinction
between "generator" and "source" is more than a matter of initia-
te in disseminating information. As generator, the Administra-
tion in power, creates "news" and fosters its release in many
for ends which go beyond the objective of informing the
. ,.: ... »-sJtaab ; : rvmJwtaMU */".
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public. For example, infer. ^tion is often released because it
vill serve a political purpose or add to the stature of the
individual or organisation issuing i .
A Wisconsin legislator can benefit both his political party and
hfiiislf thro .gh the communication services provided by the state-
paid caucus staffs. Wisconsin's legislators hove beeone "generators"
of legislative sews in addition so baing the traditional "sources"
of legislative news as those two terns are defined above.
The legislative leaders agree that the chief target of the
Public Inforrcaiion Officer's public relations activities is the
individu J. legislator's constituency. However, different factors
often iinit what a legislator eon do in the way of consiunication
activity. Legislative leaders era in demand as "sources" of legis-
lative news by the media. They tend to receive more press atient.v
and exposure than do other legislators* and, as sons of the leaders
related, because of this they feel less inclined to avail themselves
of the caucus public relations services. Different legislators also
represent different media environments. The number ond type of media
outlets serving a legislator's constituency may affect what caucus
stair public relations services a legislator can or cannot use. The
media environment from which he comes can affect the consninication
plan that a legislator develops to keep in contact with his constitu-
ents.
Like the Public Information Officers, the legislative leaders
argue that the justification for tax support of their partisan corn-










activity. However, Wisconsin's legislators exhibited an ambivalence
toward the governmental public relations function during the past
legislative session. Vihile trie legislature continued to support its
own staffing pattern, and the Public Information Officers included
therein, the legislature investigated the practice of public relations
within state agencies with an eye to cutting expenditures in that
area.*
The legislative loaders, again like their information officers,
the partisan nature of the communication activities is
a strong point of those activities. Besides, the lagisl&tors contended
that the caucus staffs, through their public relations endeavors, had
Increased the flow of legislative news reaching the public* The
legislators also believed that those activities made a contribution
to the state's public information system.
ttg L ^ -„.. „ ,. j r-r^'^.:.; . Ru reporters supplied a.n extra*
govenswntal view of the legislature's emerging public relations
function. Because of their "adversary11 position in relation to
governsnnt, the reporters were not convinced of the need for press
relations assistance for state legislators. Those reporter's V
thought that there was a need believed that the need existed for the
legislators and not for the press. The reporters felt that the press
could operate vitho it such assistance. Host of the sixteen newsmen
interviewed in this study indicated that they uad littlo to do with
the caucus staff Public Information Officers. But, there was one
allrioS »cU tew ,fn*t«q aflil2*J» *n»
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aotabxe exception vo ui.^>. On* reporter believed the information
ofi icere to be effecting change in the legislator-reporter reletion-
ship through an "educational" function. However, U is reporter thought
that hie feiiov reporters were not aware of the change* inpinging upon
that relationship because they were taking place behind the scenes.
Newsgathering i» a personalized practice of each individual reporter.
In tne cass cited above , the reporter found both tne information
officers and other caucus staff personnel to be good news sources.
Most of tre other reporters took the opposite view that the information
offieers were not good news sources and did not ubs them as such. The
Public Information Officer's value as a news source, apparently, atom*
froa contact between himself and reporters on a personal level,
brought about by a reporter's newsgathering initiatives. For the
Majority of the legislative reporters represented in this study, there
exists an uneven avarenuss of both the function end role of the caucus
staffs' Public Information Officers. This uneven awareness dulls the
reporters 1 perceptions of the information officer positions and brings
about a less perceptive appreciation of the effects of tho publicity
efforts of the caucus staffs than one would expeet froa the reporters.
Moreover, the Majority of the reporters did not see© to perceive the
"'' "*
-^iiMjiBpioo* of change being brought about in the
legislator-reporter relationship tbri Inform* lion
Officer's "educationalM activities. Those activities are encouraging
legislators to become "generators" (as defined earlier) of news in






of news advances U>a concept of information as a power tool for the
legislative branch of g< /erament, vis-a-vis the executive branch.
Bran though reporters claimed that they had little to do with
the caucus stiff Public Information Officer's, they did indicate that
•one of th<" caucus stiffs' public .one activities were of benefit
to them in their reporting. This reveals reporter ambivalence towards
the emerging legislative put . •jiations fun 4iil
iaay not approve of or like the Idea of such legislative public
relations activities they, in fact, find some of th ae activities
helpful to them in aw—gathering. In addition, the newsmen thought
that the Public Information Officer positions helped rather than
hindered them in their legislative newsgathering efforts. The report-
ers, generally-, did not consider the information officers to be
''barriers" to nevs coverage of the legialr. Nor aid the reporters
believe, in most cases , that the information officers 1 activities
infringed upon their own nsumgethering efforts.
The newsmen believed - ief target of the legislators*
public relations efforts to be the local constituencies. Unlike the
Public Information Officers and the legislative leaders, the reporters
believed tiu t the legislative leadership benefitted from the legis-
.7a public relations | its (see Table !?.i). As "adversaries"
to such activities, the newsmen questioned the expenditure of tax
monies in support of the caucus staffs' public relations endeavors.
Bat, the reporters were almost unanimous in the belie- those
activities had Innreaped the flow of legislative news reaching the
ml& i©1 LooJ tew- *>
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E, a development borne out in this study. The reporters also
believed that the legislative public relations activities wore
a cciitrib.ition to the state's public iafonuat ion systems
Categorising a Peek's Legislative Hews
A categorisation of seven hundred fifty-four news articles
mentioning legislative activity or individual legislators gathered
from both Wisconsin daily and weekly papers revealed that at laast
seventeen percent of those items sore originated by legislators
i, or in their behalf by staff personnel. Thia categorize-
a does not depict how other legislative news items night have, in
fact, stessBsd from caucus staff releasee or tips. Yet, the caucus
press releases, as discussed earlier, are often used by reporters
in those ways. This categorisation indicates that news articles
"generated" by legislators are a part of the print media's coverage
of state level legislative activity. The Impact of the legislative
public relations activities upon the state's electronic media remains
to be determined.
Wisconsin's Public Information System
The other four study objectives so far summarised in this
section make more explicit one of the several elements constituting
the state's public information system, that system by which a person
learns of the activity ol his state government. Tht legislature's
staffs, through their Public Information Officers, have
Lves aj contributing elements in Wisconsin's
H-mHmmAm •Xaci.'i
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public information system* In bo doing, tnosa stiiiTs hero sored
alongsiae the privately-owned media witnia the state, and also,
alongside other state-originated public relations efiVrts feeding
the informetion system. The citisens dependent npon the state 1 !
public inlomention system for news of state governmental activity
ay sore accuraaely evaluate that activity ji' they attempt to know
end evaluate toe "generating 1* elements involved in that system*
IMPLICATIONS OF THS STUD?
ja.iiii tors, on both the national isjd at to LMk* t-ro (Mag
increasing attention to the concept of infometion policy as a power
tool in tneir day-to-day activities. The emergence of legislative
public relations programs reflects this interest. The vocal nature
of politics will continue to grow in complexity as more and moit)
minority points at view are articulated in the arena of public opinion.
As this occurj, the ability to communicate, to persuade, to respond
and suewar (basic prerequisites of political life) will become even
ere important keys in the future political survival of politicians.
In toolrJECsts&ro Public halations , Cutiip and Center state
» • » Tr.j mass media of P**— » msgsmine, radio, television,
and ootion pictures have became the common carriers of decision-
»o
It is Because of tost fact that elected officials, as well as others,
are snowing increased concern in their relations with the mass medic-
are aware that trie restrictive nature of the mams media—
-";;-• :i» ;-*.










their Halted space and time, their "gatekeeper" or access controlling
ction—confronts those who would ait sayt. to use the nase media with
.*z\y problem. Tha ovulation of public relatione has provided a
partial answer to soue of thee© prcblane. Individuaivi or organizations
who seek to transmit decision-na; rformation to the public through
the mess media have discovered that public relatione techniques can
give the* an edge in the competition for nadia apace/tine. They have
also discovered that public relatione techniques can give then an
edge in the competition for the public's attention Le messages trans-
ed via the mass o^dia. Public officials, on ell levels and
all branches of American goverxnvant, are besoming more aggressive in
"generating" news for political purposes through the use of pub.
relatione techalcnee. This trend shows signs of enlarging in the
Stanley Keller, Jr., has written
t
It Is clear that the public relations program not 0.I7 does
something to the public at whan it is directed, but also to the
organisation which sponsors it.
1*3 Legislature, the changes ec far brought about by the
emerging legislative public relations function have been acnewi .
inpereeptihle. Jtevertholass, changes have occurred and there le
every reason to exp ct that other changes nay follow. So far,
legislative activity, seoanee of aggressive use of publicity by
legislators, is receiving greater media exposure now than before
the creation of the caucus staffs. Hence, legislative activity is
view than previously. 3o it can
t\Cdc«<ji *&.<& 'ts> tens eJ" icwat








the increased visibility of the legislative process Is
at Least enabling the public to make aore accurate appraisals of
legislative psrforaance; that is* if the public is attentive to the
7. 0. Key expressed itt "Without receiving a copious floe of infcr-
eation, the constituency can exercise no electoral sanction against
• "High profile" legislators, as one legis-
lator interviewed in this study put it, may possibly safes for an
laproved legislative process*
The Wisconsin Legislature end its mashers asy be noving
closer to the public it eaa instituted to serve by undertaking
tanMnsous neeningful erasemtaitlon with that public through the
peel In relations activities of the sautes staffs* This study has
shown that sore mspigee on legislative activity are available nan
in Wisconsin's print aedia than there eere before the census staffs
upon public relations activitya for lagisiators. The
in the under of available legislative aossages and the
staffa' novo into public relatione activities are related*
Only a separate and detailed study can deteraine if those Messages
by the caucuses' public relations efforts ere f in facl
and not eerely publicity puffs or tax-paid
i* Tnis author believes that a significant portion of those
ere neeningful* That opinion asy be partially supported
by this study's finding that the state* s print rasdia utilise* in
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But, as evideneeri by the norraal attrition rate of
many of the caucus staffs' generated messages, some are not meaning-
ful enoomh to win access to t? '.cation channels in direct
competition with other item*. The Public Information Offleers
interviewed for this study related that they were trying to do away
with the proneration of ; meaningless messages in their activities.
They acknowlodrod, in their opinion, that some such —agages ware
iieser nftt xl at the request of Individual legislators.
It is difficult at this time to pinpoint specific negative
results lmL4"M>tejiU about by Wisconsin's evolving legislative
petal ic relatione function, mainl;- so of the impereeptibillty of
the changes OEianatlng frost that function. Yet, it is still possible,
even if onlv m a generalized way, to consider some such negative
revolts which wight possibly occur. One such possible result, whi
occ«-«s!orH>-U arieae i* -> i rtiawmml cation eanaeift bumm tamlfi tail the
decision-making process, 1st decisions may be made primarily for
their communication value and not necessarily for their intrinsic
eorrectneos. Another potentially negative effect of the emerg-
legisxemive ^sauss> roxaxions nmexion lnveivas tne (xsjmmmnssc or
comwu.nl r.atlon%ntwucn the logislnture a 1 public* Erroneous or
misleading messa«*os eowr td to th* public through the legis-
lature's publie relations activities c*n confuse the public's
antlerstanding of an item or issue ->llo debate. Precise
of these and other potentially negative results of the
•a wihlic relations function, the interest shown
M vo
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*isconsin's and other state legislatures in the public relations
function ought to be carefully watched* It is the public which is
ultimately affected by governmental efforts in the agressive use of
information as a political power tool*
Wisconsin's Legislate rs may move away from the public which
bestows their authority by debasing the public dialogue through the
"feneration" of insignificant, erroneous, or misleading messages*
furthermore, the legislators may, as a result of their emphasis upon
the public relations function, begin to insulate themselves from the
scrutiny of newsmen* Legislators might be tempted to hide behind
their staffs so as to project themselves from being caught "unaware,"
"unprepared, or "unrehearsed" by reporters aeelrlng news* Legisla-
tor, might be motivated to do this in order to better control the
"images u of themselves transmitted to the public by the press*
Legislators are caught up in a pervasive concern about their "images"
the "im&ge" of the legislature. Many legislators are convinced
that their "images" are directly related to their chances for
politic*! survival* The concern over "image" oan breed a lessening
of frank, open communication in favor of measured comeranication
undertaken when of advantage to the legislator*
sconsln's legislative public relations function marks an
overt attempt by the state legislature to confront the executive
branch of state government in the public reiations/coraounication
field* Moreover, Wisconsin's example typifies similar thrust by
otiier state legislatures to do the same* The goal in those efforts
CiC.!.
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la to counter the gains made by the executive branch of government in
toe struggle for the balance of power in the governing process; some
of thoee gains having been aade through the executive's skillful use
of public relations.
Sewsmen, in their roles as the public's observers of the daily
conduct of governmental businu as, must concern themselves with the
growing sophistication of government In the use of information as a
power tool. The nedia must be quick to discern new trends in that
area, sueh as the emerging legislative interest (both at the national
and state levels) in the public relations function. The news modia
have an obligation to the public to make the public aware of how
news, in this case governmental news, is "generated." The media will
not be able to do this unless they have an appreciation of what is
transpiring in that area on a daily basis. This study reveals that
the majority of the legislative reporters interviewed lacked awareness
of both the function and role of the caucus staffs' Public Information
Officers. Moreover, most of the reporters had not given much thought
as to how the caucus staffs' public relations activities might affect
newsgathering at the state legislature. They should give some
thought to that question. Otherwise, they stand a chance of being
used unwittingly by politicians implementing personal political
communication game plans.
The media may have contributed to the rise of information as
a power tool. Traditional news valuos emphasize the negative, the
conflictful. Those individuals interested in using the media for
JxhM ©
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political reasons have learned how to gala tmdi& coverage by formulating
or activities which bring out the negative, the conflictful,
ttional. In addition, those sans individuals have recognised
that the media b . ise of a lack of manpower brought on by limited
financial resources cannot cover all the news, 3o they hairs found
that tee asdla, in many oases, are willing to use news handouts in
their attempt© to cover the news. The media are the channels to t
public; and, the public is the channel to power far those men seeking
power. Men seeking power have learned, and continue to learn, how
sea use the media in their quaat. Perhaps some overhaul of the
might be required to 6tem the use, by government, of
information as a force for achieving political ends. Politics is
the business of a free people governing themselves.
lit
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The following lists of questions were used in the focused
interviews conducted during this research. Hot all questions were
asked all respondents. Questions were not always phrased as shown
since the object of the interview was to create a conversational
atnosphere conducive to eliciting the respondents* opinions.
QgfflfflQMS ASUD UB1SUXQR&
Do leglslai4»ra try to use the press? /hyV Por what purposes?
What techniques do they use? What prompted the caucus staffs to move
into public relations activities? titiy are the public relations
activities of the caucus staffs necessary? What basic function is
the Public Infonsetion Officer supposed to perform for the caucus
member? Row do the public relations/communication activities of the
caucus staff help the legislator in the performance of his job as a
legislator? How important is communication with constituents through
the mass media to the individual legislator? What role, If any, do
the caucus staff public relations activities play in the formation
of public opinion on legislative Issues and/or personalities? Do
legislators rely upon reporters or upon the caucus Public Information
Offleer for advice on press relations? How much influence do the
respective Public Information Officers have with the legislators of
their caucus? Does the caucus leadership make any attempt to
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educate caucus ambers in press relations? If so, what is done?
QTOSTIOHS ASKBD POKJC INFORHKTiaf? OFFICERS
What information and/or public relations activities does the
Public Information Officer undertake for legislators? Who bears the
cost of those activities? Why are the public relations activities
of the caucus staff necessary? What specific function is the press
failing to perform that the Public Information Officer operation is
trying to fill? What percentage of the caucus staff tine Is given to
the performance of the public relations activities? In what ways,
if any, do the public relations activities of the caucus staff
directly affect the capital press corps reporter? If those activities
do not affect the capital pa-eso corps reporter, then who do they
affect? Are legislators availing themselves of the public relations
assistance furnished by the caucus staff? What relationships are
important for the Public Information Officer in the successful
completion of his tasks? Do the Public Information Officers attempt
to assay the effects of their information activities? If so, how?
What are you trying to do in your work? Have the Public
Information Officer positions In the caucuses done anything to affect
the normal intimate type contact of legislators and reporters? How
such or how little of reporter and legislator interaction is channeled
through the Public Information Officer? What benefit, if any, does the
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reporter gain from the Public Information Officer operation? 'What is
the feeling of the press corps as a whole concerning the caucus Public
Information Officers and the public relations activities of the caucus
staffs? Are the Public Information Officers in any way valuable as
news sources? Do the Public Information Officer positions have any
effect at all upon tie capital press corps reporter? Has the estab-
lishment of the Public Information Officer positions and the movement
of the caucus staff into public relations type activity affected news
dissemination from legislators to reporters? If so, how? Have the
Public Information Officers affected media coverage of the legislature?
Is the Public Information Officer a barrier tc news coverage of tl
legislature? Why, or why not? Do the Public Information Officer
positions help or hinder the reporter offering the state l^giala-
ture? In what ways? Has the gathering of legislative news become
easier or more difficult since the establishment of the Public Infor-
mation Officer positions within tho caucus staffs? What major dis-
crepancy exists between your definition of news and the definition of
news relied upon by the legislators and their information officers?
Are caucus press releases valuable to you in your newsgathering efforts?
Are news conferences good opportunities to obtain news? Do legislators
exhibit more hesitancy or less hesitancy new in dealing with the press
corps than prior to the creation of the information officer positions?
torn accessibility of legislators changed since tho creation of the
information officer positions? What are your complaints against the
information officers and their public relations activities, if any?
How accessible are the information officers tc reporters? Are the
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infor officers technically competent In the performance of their
jobs? How often do you go to either a caucus staffer or to en infor-
mation officer for the purpose of gathering the news? Are legislators
becoming sore adept in their efforts at dealing with the press? What
part do you play in the system by which a citisen learns of the actions
of his state government?
QUESTIONS ASKED ALL TffiLSE GROUPS
Is there a seed for press relations assistance on behalf of
state legislators? Why, or why not? Is there a need for the caucus
staff information officer as he operates mow with his public relation
activities? Does the information offleer influence the news of the
legislature and/or legislators which is disseminated to the public?
tffeat effect have the a rmstlem officers had upon the flow of news
from legislators to tarn public through the press? Is the Public
Info***. icer an effective channel for the legislator who
isslrwi to transmit information to constituents through the press?
How essential are the information ofiicerti 4 transmission of
information about legislators and the business ef the legislate y> to
the public via the madia? Are there areas ef over or under emphasis
in the type of news originating from the oeuees staffs 1 news efforts?
4>ere does the oaucus staff and the Public Information Officer exert
the greatest information effort? t&at audience is the chief target
of the information astivities? Does any one class or type of legis-
lator derive the greatest benefit from the ca\x:us-originated public
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relatione activities? What justifies the expenditure of tax money
in support of partisan public relations activities? *fhat are the
advantages and/or disadvantages of partisan poblic relations setup?
*iat are the advantages and/or disadvantages of a non-partisan public
relations setup? How important is the information officer's loyalty
the performance of his job for his caucus? Do the information
offleers make a contribution to the state's public information system,
X system by which a citizen learns of the activities of his state
government? What is that contribution? Has the establishment of
the information officer positions affected the relationship of reporter
and legislat nict function does the press fill in its coverage of
the state 1 ture? What is the function of the reporter in
covering the state legislature? How would you rate the press for its
coverage of tie st&to legislature? What problems does the reporter
confront in his attempts to cover the state legislature? Is there
a generally held image of the state legislature? If so, what is that
~>? Do the public relations activities of the information officers
the caucus staffs do anything to alter that image of the legisla-
ture? Can any comparison be mads between the operations of the infor-
mation officers and the Governor's Press Secretary? vfttat proposals
for constructive change in the information activities of the caucus
staff can you make? Hov vital is personal publicity for a state
legislator? Have any attacks been made against the information
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Sun Prairie, Wis. 53590
September 27, 1971
Dear Representative
I am a graduate student at the University of Wisconsin in the
School of Journalism.
The enclosed questionnaire is designed to support, in a small
way, my Master's degree thesis on the information and public relations
functioning of the Wisconsin Legislature's caucus staffs.
This questionnaire will attempt to arrive at some indication of
what information dissemination techniques legislators use; who
prepares or assists in the preparation of information type items or
activities; and, the scope of distribution of those items.
This is strictly an anonymous questionnaire and no individual
will be named in the body of the study or the footnotes.
For your convenience, a self addressed stamped envelope is
attached to the questionnaire. Simply complete the questionnaire
and return it to me in the attached envelope.
All members of the legislature are receiving this questionnaire.













DON'T USE USE USE OTHER
USE DAILY WEEKLY MONTHLY (SPECIFY)
Press Releases
Periodic Personal Newspaper Column
Radio "Beepers" (Tapes)
Periodic Personal Radio Show
Constituent Newsletter
TV Tapes
q. Periodic Personal TV Show
h. Press Conferences


























ADMIN. ASS'T. = Administrative Assistant
SECY - Secretary













Periodic Personal Radio Show
TV Tapes
T
Periodic Personal TV Show 1 T
4. LEGISLATOR'S AGE


















The publ ic informa-







tion and public rela-
tions functioning of
the Wisconsin Legis-
lature's caucus staffs.

